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The growth of the culture and manufacture
of cotton in the United States constitutes the
most striking feature of the industrial history
of the last fifty years.
Eighth Census—I860.
1

The manufacture of cotton, on a home-industry basis, seems to
have originated in Asia, probably in India, at a very early time.

There

are references in the law books of Manu as early as bOO B. C , but a much
earlier date must be assumed since there are pictorial representations of
Egyptian looms dating from 2,000 B. C.

By the second century B. C. cotton

culture had spread around the Mediterranean, from whence it slowly pene
trated throughout Europe.

The greatest impetus for its adoption by west

erners came from the Crusaders.

Cotton manufacture reached northern

Europe by the fourteenth century and England—where it was long delayed
due to protective restrictions imposed, by the woolen manufacture—during
p
the sixteenth century.
The earliest manufacturing methods were entirely by hand, includ
ing cleaning, spinning, and weaving.

The whorl and distaff method of spin

ning was devised, allowing the cotton, wound around the distaff, to stretch
and twist by the weight of the whorl.
twist aided this process.

The inherent nature of cotton to

The whorl and distaff, and the simple spinning

wheel, were developments of Asiatic origin.
speed the process of weaving.

The frame loom was devised zo

With certain improvements, these were the

2

simple devices introduced into colonial America and employed in remote
areas until fairly recent times.

Inventions in Early Textile Industry

The evolution of cotton manufacture from a home to a factory
industry was brought about by the development in England during the
eighteenth century of a series of machines for carding, spinning, and
weaving.

Powered by energy sources other than human strength, these

machines could be operated semi-automatically.

These inventions created

an interplay of recurring ascendancy of the processes of weaving and
spinning which brought about a series of social and economic upheavals
and still further inventions.
The first of this sequence was the flying shuttle of John Kay
in 1733.

This consisted of an arrangement whereby the shuttle" (the

wooden container of the bobbin of weft) was thrown through the warp
threads when the weaver pulled a cord.

Kay's invention increased the

productivity of the weavers, as well as eliminating one weaver in the
manufacture of broadcloths, and placed an increased demand upon the
spinners.^

(

s e e

illustration

1.)

James Hargreaves in I764 invented the spinning jenny, a machine
in which eight y a m s could be spun at one time.

It consisted of a movable

carriage, with the spindles containing' the roving at the rear of the frame

For further definitions of technical terras, see the glossary of terms,
Appendix A.
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and the yarn spindles at the front.

As the carriage moved backward, it

drew out the yarn through a clasp barj as the carriage moved foreward,
the yarn was wound on the yarn spindles.

The machine was difficult to

operate and could only spin course, weak weft yarn, but it was a great
advance over hand spinning and, by throwing them out of work, aroused
the wrath of the hand spinners.^-

(see illustration

2.)

Early progress had been made in the spinning of cotton by
rollers by John Wyatt, but it was not until Richard Arkwright, an exbarber, in 1769 patented his roller spinning frame operated by water
power that a practical solution was found.

The machine consisted of

two sets of rollers, the second of which revolved, at a greater speed
than the first, through which the roving; passed and was then wound
upon vertical "flier" spindles which simultaneously twisted it.

The

great advantages of the Arkwright machine was twofold: it produced a
yarn strong enough for warp, and it could be operated by water power.
The production of warp by machinery increased the rate of cloth pro
duction and brought about the production of the first all-cotton fab
rics made entirely from European-spun yarn.^

(see illustration

3.)

Arkwright also improved the carding engines which had been devised by
Louis Paul earlier in the century and applied power to them.

In addi

tion, he introduced the drawing frame and applied the spinning rollers
to the purpose of roving.

The drawing frame and roving frame per

formed intermediary steps of attenuating the yarn between the carder
and the spinning frame.
Samuel Crompton in 1779 further increased the gains of the

h

spinners when he introduced the "mule", which combined features of Arkwright's
water frame and of Hargreaves' jenny.

Crompton substituted the rollers of

Arkwright for the clasp bar of Hargreaves and set the spindles on a movable
frame, which, as it moved away from the rollers, stretched the roving, and,
as it returned, allowed the spindles to wind the yarn.

The mule was a hand-

operated machine at first, and it was many years before it became automatic.
Its great feature was that it could produce fine yarns of high numbers.?
(see illustration 1|.)
Credit for the invention of the power loom is given to Edmund
Cartwright, who took out his first patent in 17b5.

His personal triumph

is the more important because he was not in any way connected at the time
with the textile industry.

A minister, he heard a. discussion of the need

of a power loom to overcome the greater output of the spinners made possible
by the new machines, and in the course of a year devised his loom and had
it patented.

The loom was crude, and sometimes dangerous$ subsequent improveo

ments by w. H. Horrocks and Robert Roberts made it practical.

(see illus

tration 5.)
The process of invention was relatively complete when these machines
had been developed; further refinements and additions were devised, but these
were the basic inventions which brought about the rise of the textile industry,
the development of the factory system, and gave the initial impetus to the
Industrial Revolution. The inventions in the spinning processes were more
revolutionary in nature than those in the weaving processes; in the latter,
power was merely applied to manual operations, in the former, entirely new
machine processes replaced the old hand operations.

5

For illustrations of the various processes of carding, drawing,
roving, spinning, and weaving on power looms, see illustrations 6,

7,

8

and 9.

Beginnings of Cotton Manufacture in the United States

The cultivation of cotton in colonial America was of small
consequence since there was little practical use for it.

The short

staple, or upland, cotton, which clung tenaciously to its seeds, was
not economically practical to raise and seed.

The long staple, or tea

Island, cotton, which could be seeded easily, was not widely cultivated
until the latter part of the eighteenth century.

The small amount of

cotton consumed—in home industry or in the first faulty steps toward
mill and factory operation—was either produced and consumed locally in
the South or imported from the West Indies and South America.

Practi

cally all cotton cloth was imported from England, especially the finer
fabrics.

In addition, after the establishment of the united States and

the beginnings of the China trade, cotton cloth was imported directly
from Asia.
The great impetus to the cultivation of cotton in America and
to the comsumption at home and abroad of short staple, upland American
cotton, was given by Eli Whitney's invention of the saw-tooth cotton gin
in 1792, which made the "ginning" or seeding economically feasible.

This

development, taken in conjunction with the machinery improvements in
England, which were soon smuggled into the United States, brought about

Illustration 1

Kay's Flying Shuttle

from M. D. C. Crawford,
The Heritage of Cotton
(New York and London, 1931),
between pages 116-117.

Illustration 2

Hargreaves' Spinning Jenny

from Edward Baines, History
of the Cotton Manufacture in
Great Britain:... (London,
1835), 158.

Illustration 3

1

Arkwright s Water Frame

Illustration 4

Crompton's Mule
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from The Pageant of America,
V, 31.

Illustration 5

1

Cartwr ight s Loom

Fio.

17.—CARTWHIOHT'S SETOSP

LOOM A N D D E T A I L S ,

1786.

from Richard Marsden,
Cotton Weaving: Its Development,
Principles, And Practice
(London, 1895), 64.

Illustration 6

Carding, Drawing and Roving

from Baines, History of the
Cotton Manufacture, 182.

Illustration 7

Mule Spinning

from Baines, History of
Cotton Manufacture, 211

Illustration 8

from Marshall B. Davidson, ed.,
Life in America (Boston, 1951),
I, 497.

Illustration 9

Power Loom Weaving

from Baines, History of the
Cotton Manufacture, 239.
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both the rise of "King Cotton" in the South and the introduction of the
Industrial Revolution into the northern states.
Unsuccessful attempts had earlier been made to establish cotton
mills in the United States.

The United Company of Philadelphia for Pro

moting American Manufactures, in 1775 with Samuel Wetherill as a leading
s

spirit, established a cotton spinning works which employed a jenny designed,
by an American artisan, Christopher Tully.

(see illustration 10.)

Tully's

jenny was capable of spinning twenty-four threads of either cotton or wool
at one time.

The manufactory was located at the southwest corner of Ninth

and Market Streets and is said to have employed four hundred women in the
making of jeans, fustians, and coatings.^

Samuel wetherill became, out of

necessity, his own dyer, and his interest in this led to work of a chemical
nature which ended eventually, early in the nineteenth century, in his
becoming the pioneer manufacturer of white lead paints in America.

The

British seizure of Philadelphia in 1777 had permitted only a brief life
for his ambitious cotton manufacturing enterprise.
By 1782 Wetherill was in business at a different location.

He

advertised
Philadelphia Manufactures—suitable for every
season of the year, viz.: Jeans, Fustians, Ever
lastings, Coatings, etc., to be sold by the sub
scriber at his dwelling-house and manufactory in
South alley, between Market and Arch street and
between Fifth and Sixth street, on Hudson's Square.
It has been asserted that following the American devolution,
Wetherill was associated, with Tench Coxe and others in organizing the
Pennsylvania Society for the Encouragement of Manufactures and the Use
ful Arts, and that on April 12, 1788, operations were started with

Illustration 10

Tully's Spinning Jenny

from The Pageant of America,
V, 33.
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equipment consisting of four jennies with over two hundred spindles, a
carding- machine, and twenty-six power looms, producing 12,000 yards of
cloth within six months.
Since power looms had just been invented in England, the refer
ence to twenty-six of them at this date in America is incongruous.

The

commonly accepted date for the introduction of a successful power loom
in America is 1814. when Francis Cabot Lowell and Paul Moody set one to
working in-the mill of the Boston Manufacturing Company at Waltham,
Massachusetts.-^

Of the Wetherill operation in 1788, one authority

has stated
The first loom was set up, and put into
operation, about April 12, 1788. The number
of looms was gradually increased until it
amounted to twenty-six; and by the 1st of
November, 1788, 11, 367 yards had been made
of different fabrics such as were then in
demand,—jeans, corduroys, bird's eye, plain
and flowered cottons, flax-linens, and towlinens. 13

A closer approximation of a true cotton factory was established
at Beverly, Massachusetts, in 1787, with an investment of Sl4,000.

Forty

persons were employed to operate the machinery which consisted of 1 carding
engine, 9 spinning jennies of 60 to Qk spindles each, 1 doubling and twist
ing machine, 1 slubbing machine, 1 warping mill, and 16 hand looms with
flying shuttles, in addition to 2 cutting frames, and apparatus to singe
and dye the cloth.
manufactory

After operating for several years at a loss, the

as abandoned as a failure.

The credit for successfully introducing water-powered spinning
machinery into the United States is given to Samuel Slater, a young English-

8

rized the details of all the textile machinery with which he was familiar.
After a short period in New York he agreed to set up a spinning mill for
Moses Brown. William Almy, and Smith Brown in an old fulling mill at
Pawtucket, Rhode Island, on a percentage basis.

These men had already

undertaken the manufacture of cotton yarn and cloth, using hand jennies,
and farming out the yarn to be woven upon linen warps.

It took Slatei

almost a year to devise from memory the carding, roving, and spinning
equipment; thereafter by slow degrees the firm of Almy and Brown expanded
its operations and its selling territory.

Slater branched out as manager

and owner of other mills, and many of the men who established the cotton
textile and machinery industry in New England and the Middle Atlantic
states were trained under him.-^>

(see illustration 1 1 and

12.)

At the time of Slater's arrival in America, the mill production
of cotton yarn was extremely small.

Statistics are not available, but the

letters and reports from which Alexander Hamilton wrote his famous "Report
1

on the Subject of Manufactures ' give a picture of a land where home industry
and importation furnished by far the greater proportion of cotton cloth.
Very small mills were operating in Connecticut at Glastonbury, Lebanon,
Norwich, Danbury, and Farmington.

The report on textile making from the

last named place exemplifies one of the major difficulties confronting
locally produced goods:

but he has not as yet been able to give
them that complete finish which foreign cloths
have, and consequently, they do not command that
ready market in cash that imported cloths do,
he finds a market for them however in the way
of barter, but it commonly takes two or three
turns before he can convert them into money and
this is an inconvenience he cannot remove for

Illustration 11

Slater's Carding and Drawing Equipment

FIG.

IK. S l a t e r ' s

Finisher Card in
Museum

Original
National

from William H. Chase,
Five Generations of Loom
Builders (Hopedale, Mass.
1950), 72.

from Chase, Five Generations
of Loom Builders, 73.
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The extent of production of cotton cloth in the home is illustrated
by the statement from Surrey, Virginia, that "1 am inclined to think that for
ten Miles round me the average quantity of Clo. would be nearly two hundred
y e a r s to each Family—That at least 5/6 of all the cloth shoes L stockings
1

that are used in those Families are home made.'-*-?
This was a period of mill activity along the eastern seaboard.

Small

mills were established with limited capital, men were experimenting in
attempts to improve what little they knew of the English textile machinery,
optimistic writings were circulated, and grandiose schemes were set afoot.
For a list of American textile inventions patented in this period, see
Appendix B.
One 'such grand plan was the Society for the Establishment of
Useful Manufactures, organized in November, 1791.

This organization

chose the Great Malls of the Passaic i&ver in New Jersey as the site of
a cotton textile industrial town, later called Faterson.

Encouraged by

Alexander Hamilton, although not supported financially by him, the company,
with a paid-in capital of 1160,000, erected dams, canals, mill buildings,
and workers houses.

By the summer of 179u> they had a four-story stone

cotton mill, equipped with h carding machines, 25 spinning jennies, and
60 single looms, and employing 125 operatives.

Overburdened by the extrav

agant construction work and suffering from mismanagement, the company was
forced to stop operations in January of 1 7 9 6 . ^
Paterson was later to become a textile center, especially of the
silk industry.

Baron Klinkowstrom in 1820 visited it and described one

cotton company as owning "1^,000 spindles and thirty to thirty-five looms
19

10

II

THE COTTON INDUSTry ON THE BRANDYWINE

Prior to the coming of the cotton industry to the Brandywine,
Wilmington had been something- of a manufacturing center for home industry
cards.

In 1783> S. G. Hermelin wrote that "'Steel and wire mills for card

manufacture are found in Philadelphia and /in/ Wilmington in the State of
Delaware.'""*"

Oliver Evans invented machinery for the manufacture of cards
2

but was unsuccessful in his attempts to obtain a Delaware state patent.
Benjamin Mendinhall & Son advertised on March 28, 1789> that "They still
continue to carry on the Manufactory of Wool and Cotton CARDS, where store
keepers and others may be supplied on reasonable terms," and in 1791 a
'Lie turn of Manufactories, Tradesmen &c in Wilmington Delaware & its vicin
ity including Brandywine Mills" stated that fifty-five men, women, and
children were engaged in the making of wool and cotton cards.3
About 1814, Justus Beckley, Jacob W. Robinson, and Benjamin H.
Springer began the manufacture of machine cards at No. kO Fourth Street,
Wilmington.

Some of these machine cards are said to have been used in

the Bokeby and Simsville cotton mills.

This card factory employed over

one hundred men, women, and children.^"

By 1822, John Torbert was acting

as the agent for cotton and wool machine cards made at Leicester, Massa-

5
chusetts, by James and J. A. Smith.

Card manufacturing was one of the

industries auxiliary to the textile industry but it seems to have gained
only a temporary foothold in the Wilmington area.
Another early textile industry in Wilmington was the manufacture
of silk bolting cloth, commenced in 1791* by Robert Dawson.

He employed

11

three Irishmen to make fine quality bolting cloth which was highly re
garded by the Brandywine flour millers.

He petitioned Congress for a

repeal of the import duties on raw silk (and was refused), and announced
in the Kay 9> 1797

}

issue of the Delaware and Eastern-Shore Advertiser

that he was moving to Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

0

Cotton spinning by machinery was brought to the Brandywine by
Jacob Broom in 1795. • A leading merchant and burgess of Wilmington, a
signer of the Constitution, and a venturer in overseas trade, Broom first
began his cotton operations about 1791* in the Old. Academy (between Eighth
and Nineth, and Market and King Streets) using horses for the motive power.
In the summer of 1795 Broom moved the operation to his country estate on
the Brandywine, part of which later became the site of the
Mills gunpowder yard.

ELeutherian

The mill—forty by fifty feet and three stories

high—was equipped with Arkwright water frames for spinning cotton and
carding machines run by water; there is no indication whether Broom had
hand looms in the mill or whether he farmed out the yarn to be woven.
Fifteen persons were employed.?
on June 20, 1795

}

Broom began advertising for apprentices

and also announced that he had "Cotton Goods of his

Manufacture" for sale such as Jaconet, Muslins, Muslin Handkerchiefs,
Chintzes, Callicoes, Jeans, Royal Ribs, and Sattinets at his store on
p
Market Street between Front and Second Streets.

r~Thomas Rodney on August 2, 1795, visited the Broom mill and
wrote in his journal:
I rode about k miles up the Brandywine to
Brooms Cotton factory. This is an Improvement
that exceeds any thing I have yet Seen— It is

12

without doubt very Compleat, all the carding
woofing
spinning is done by warter & machines
which are excellent in their performance— very
few Such excellent Cotton stuffs are imported as
those made h e r e — — ^ \

Broom is said to have had a machine shop in Wilmington at
Seventh and Shipley Streets where cotton machinery was constructed and
repaired."^
On January 9* 1797> the U. S. house Committee on Commerce and
Manufactures recommended that Broom's petition for a repeal of the duty
on raw cotton and an increase of the duty on imported cotton cloth be
refused.11

On top of this discouragement a short time later his mill

burned, on Monday evening, February 6, 1797.

Broom petitioned the

Delaware legislature for permission to run a lottery in order to gain
money to rebuild the mill.
not raise enough money.

The lottery was authorized, but Broom could

The paid-in money was refunded, and the mill

13
was not rebuilt.
J

The era of the Napoleonic Decrees, British Orders in Council,
and the Embargo and Non-Importation Acts barred the usual heavy impor
tation of foreign goods and stimulated American production in numerous
industries, chiefly among which were textiles.
cotton mills in the United States.

E!y 1810 there were 226

This growth of the cotton industry

was furthered and heightened by the ensuing War of 1812.
By 1810 at least two cotton mills were operating on the Brandy
wine.

One was in Rumford Dawes' old grist mill, at Hagley, where Thomas

Massey was making cotton yarn.

The other was at the Heshbon Factory, on

the west side of the Brandywine at Rockland, where Samuel and Caleb Kirk

13

were processing cotton and wool, as well as pearling barley.
Kirk cotton factory was "out of use."

By 1815 the

The Kirk brothers and ilassey were

among the New Castle County manufacturers who, in January, 1810, had peti
tioned the Delaware legislature for protection of their manufacturing
secrets and for exemption of their workmen from militia duty."^

Breck's Mill

What is now known as Breck's M i l was constructed on property
purchased by Louis KcLane and George B. Milligan on March 25, 1813

}

from

15
the heirs of Vincent Gilpin for $13,2bO. ^

On the site was an old grist

mill which may have been called Rokeby; the name designation is confusing,
and hereinafter Rokeby shall be used to denote both mills which stood near
Pancake Run at the Brandywine.

For the year 1815 McLane and Milligan were

taxed on the property as "10 acres of land improved with 5 stone tenements,
Cotton factory
November 30,

0

old Merchant Kill.""*"

Isaac Briggs wrote a letter on

1815, from "Mokeby Cotton Works, on Brandywine, near Wilmington

D e l a w a r e , I t has been claimed that 1,000

new mill and 500

spindles were installed in the
1 p

in the old Gilpin grist mill.

The earliest tenant of this establishment of which we have any
record was Thomas Little &: Company, "Cotton Manufacturers on the Brandywine,
who announced on April 2, 1816, that their co-partnership was dissolved and
that debtors and creditors should apply to Thomas Little "at rtokeby" for
settlement.-^
The next tenant was John D. Carter, who operated the mills until

Ill

June 1 , 1823.

He may have been the Carter who had operated a cotton

mill with a certain KcKenzie at William Trimble's mill, Concord Township,
Delaware County, Pennsylvania, the machinery of which was sold at public

21
auction on November 19, 1815.
John D. Carter reported to the 1820 census taker that he used
about 92,000 pounds of upland and New Orleans cotton annually to produce
yarn in ranges from Ho. 5 to No. 30, and muslin, plaid, stripe, bed tick
ing, drilling, sattinet, chambray, and nankeen.

Ids equipment consisted

of about 2,300 spindles, 10 hand looms, and 20 power looms.

He stated

that he paid 18 cents per pound average for cotton, employed 79 men,
women, and children, received for Mo. 10 y a m 30 cents per pound, and
that "Since the restoration of peace to the present time the demand has
been very trifling al l sales have been forced and generally made at a
sacrifice."22
Carter suffered a moderate amount of damage to his machinery"
from the great freshet of Thursday, February 2 1 , 1822. ^

His lease on'

the Rokeby property was terminated June 1, 1823, and as he had previously
acquired the Sharon Mil,3 on Squirrel nun, it is assumed that he moved
his operation t h e r e . ^
Louis McLane, in advertising for a tenant to follow Carter,
stated that the property consisted of one-half the water of the Brandy
wine, the old mill "which will hold 500 Spindles," the new stone mill
"capable of containing 2500 Spindles,'* 20 acres of land, 1 1 tenant
houses, "one house and several cellars for looms or a store," and

15

"twelve hundred Spindles besides several looms which will be leased
with the m i l l . " ^
The next tenant is unknown, but on July li, 1826, Samuel Love
announced that a large amount of cotton machinery would be sold on July 10
at Rokeby. About 800 spindles, 4 carding machines, 8 power looms, several
hand looms, 1 drawing frame, and 1 roving frame were to be "sold without
reserve,"

20

The next tenant of record was

William Breck & Swift, who in

1832, reported that they operated 1,600 spindles and 30 looms, consuming
about 2,000 pounds of cotton per week and employing 60 persons.
products were sold in Philadelphia.^7
buyer in 1632,

Their

Louis McLane was looking: for a

but he was unable to sell the property for ;s25,000.^

Breck & Swift remained at Rokeby until 1835; on May 16 they accepted
one Charles urench as an apprentice for six years and seven months to
2

be "taught or instructed...in the trade or mystery of Cotton Spinning." 9
At that time they were contemplating removing to Pennsylvania and the
apprentice was to go with them, but on July 1 5 , 18351

Joseph S. Dixon

and William Breck purchased Rokeby of Louis McLane and George B. Milligan
for the sum of §16,500.-^

William Breck on October 6, 1836, married

Gabrielle Josephine du Pont, niece of Charles I. du Pont,

On March 27,

1839j Dixon and Breck sold the property to Charles I. du Pont for
31

::.17,000.

In the February, 1841,

session of the Legislature of Delaware,

the "Rokeby Manufacturing Company" was incorporated *for the purpose of
carrying on the manufacture of cotton, wool, flax, grain, and other

16

materials

11

$100 each.

with a capitalization not to exceed $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 in shares of
The Rokeby property of Charles I . du Pont was to be entered

by him in lieu of capital subscription and was to be evaluated by a
3

committee consisting of James Canby, Alfred du Pont, and Joseph Bancroft. '
The act of incorporation was for a period of twenty years, but the company
was stillborn.

The incorporation is chiefly of interest to us because of

the schedule of property included:

One stone woolen mill, with machinery and
geering, three and a half stories high, about
sixty two feet long and forty-two feet wide.
One large factory building three stories
high; two stories stone, one story frame,
fifty-eight feet by twenty-eight feet, used
as a machine shop.
One stone building, about thirty feet by
twenty feet, two stories high, used as a store
house.
Twenty-five tenements, stone and frame,
for the accomodation of the work people.
One large stone building, used as a
dwelling;-house, two stories high, with back
building, stables, barn, out-houses, &c.
attached.
About thirty-five acres of cleared and
improved land.
The water-rights on the creek of seven
feet water-fall, capable of very great
improvement.33

Charles I . du Pont had assumed the debts of Dixon and Breck and
had to settle at least one claim.
Hannah Lloyd $1.87*20.34

In July, 1817 • he paid the heirs of

Du Pont introduced the manufacture of wool to

Rokeby, just as he had introduced cotton into his woolen factory at
Louviers,

William Breck was retained as superintendent for Rokeby.35

By an agreement of January 2 7 , 181*0, Sidney Dean was to operate the
"Satinet Mill

11

at Rokeby for Charles I. du Pont.

The contract was to

17

run for six months, and it could be extended to one year if Charles I.
du Pont found "it expedient to run Said Factory on Satinets.•

Dean was

to receive from du Pont wool "in a dyed or dried state, mix, pick, card,
Spin, Weave, burl, Scour, full, nap, Shear, burl, brush, press, measure,
roll, ticket & case up said Goods, ready for market."
agreed to pay Dean 7 ^

Charles I. du Pont

per yard, with a minimun guarantee of §50 per month.

The "Satinet Factory" was to be entitled to a "first supply of Water in
dry times, so that the same shall not be stopped by reason of the drawing
of Water by the other wheel. "

3

The mill—apparently the structure built

by McLane and Milligan—burned on June 18, 181+6, and is said to have been
3

rebuilt in six weeks. ?

In its latter days cotton was abandoned for the

making of other types of textiles.
were made there.

Satinets, kerseys, beavers, and blankets

In 181+8, Rokeby produced 27,962 3/h

1,616 yards of beavers and blankets.

yards of kerseys and

3u

Rokeby, along with Louviers, was offered to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. on Christmas Day, 1850,

for $55*220,

Alfred du Pont wrote

his brother, Henry, that

This offer is high & yet we would not let
it go, to a Stranger, for the Aratj if it was
at public sale and bid up, We Should have to be
the purchasers of Louviers, at any rate, and of
Rokeby if possible.
The fact is the two properties are So
wedged up in our lands that it would not do
they should go out of our Control. ^
3

Purchasers of the cotton machinery in Rokeby were enquiring
about prices in 1 8 5 4 . ^
closed.^

William Breck left in that year and Rokeby was

As late as October of 1862, enquiries were being made regarding
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the possibility of renting Rokeby, but E

#

I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

was not inclined to lease i t . ^
The mills at Rokeby seem to have stood idle until uhe 1890's
when the mill built by McLane and Milligan—which had come to be called
Breck's Mill—was used as a recreation center and hall for dances.

The

lower mill still designated as Rokeby—was used as a laboratory, the
forerunner of the du Pont Company Experimental Station, commencing in
1903.

It burned in 1906 and was never rebuilt.

Breck's Mill eventually

became a photographer's studio and the headquarters of "The Brandywiners,"
a. local amateur theatrical organization.
of Louviers.

Its present owner is ...

Laird
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III henry CLAY MILL

Articles of Agreement creating the Duplanty, McCall & Company firm
for spinning cotton were signed at the Eleutherian Powder Mills on April 30,
1813, by Archibald mcCall, robert McCall, Raphael Duplanty, Victor du Pont,
and E. I. du Pont.

The company was to be capitalized at 30,000 divided
v

into twenty shares of $1,500 each.

Archibald and Robert McCall subscribed

for ten shares, raphael Duplanty for five, E, I, du Pont for four, and
Victor du Pont for one.
The partnership was established "for the purpose of Spinning
1

cotton &c on a joint account' and was to continue in effect for nine years,
until May 1, 1622. raphael Duplanty and Robert McCall were designated as
managers of the mill and were to receive ./1,000 each per year as salary,
while Archibald McCall was designated as the General Agent in Philadelphia
and was to receive two and one half per cent commission on all transac
tions except bank business.

It was agreed that any profits would be divided

into twenty-five parts, the extra five parts of profit being equally shared
by the two managers „

Annual meetings would be held on May 1 in each year;

and it was agreed that the partners would not take recourse in the law in
the case of disagreement."*"
The five partners had been associated previously, through the
E. I, du Pont de Nemours & Co. gunpowder manufactory and the Du Pont,
Bauduy & Co. woolen firm.

Archibald McCall (1767-1843) was a prominent
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Philadelphia merchant engaged in the East "India trade, who had served
for twenty years as a director of the First Bank of the United States.
He was one of the founders of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce and
an agent for du Pont gunpowder.

Robert McCall was his brother.

Raphael

Duplanty had been intimately connected with both the gunpowder and woolen
establishments.

A native of Brittany, he had fought against the French

revolutionary army at Quiberon, emigrated to Martinique, and arrived in
the United States in 1803.

He was first employed by Victor du Pont in

his commission business in New York, then worked for E. I. du Pont in
the powder factory as an accountant.

When the woolen factory, Du Pont,

Bauduy & Co., was organized, Duplanty was one of the partners and seems
to have been the one in charge of the design of the factory and the
ordering of the machinery.

Largely because of a conflict of personali

ties between himself and William Clifford, Victor du pont's son-in-law,
Duplanty sold his share in the firm on May 1, 1813.

E. I. du Pont respon

ded to a query of Peter Bauduy's:

My answer is that I have no great friendship
for Duplanty, he has in his character a coldness
and inflexibility that do not agree with ray natural
warmth; I have done no more for him than I would do
for anyone else under the same circumstances; I
think that his energy, his determination, his patience
in writing and as an accountant, are very valuable to
those who are in business with him, especially to men
like you and me.^

E. I. du Pont had long contemplated a cotton mill as a part of
the industrial community he wished to create on the Brandywine.

As early

as January 22* 1809, he wrote his second cousin, Pouchet Belmare, in France,
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asking about textile machinery, and declaring that I am sure that cotton
mills in this country would have a great advantage over those of Europe
because of the difference in price of the raw material, the economy in
freight both ways, the insurance, the profits of the importers, and the
Custom House charges in Europe and. again here when the manufactured cotton
comes back.
E. I. du Pont declared to Belmare that "The prospects for a good
cotton factory in this country are tremendous" and asked him what "would
you think of using your own knowledge of this industry for starting a
factory here,"

Belmare declined to come to America for the purpose of

establishing a cotton mill but agreed with E. I . du pont's estimate of
the situation and stated that "I am inclined to think that a cotton spinning
mill would succeed best with you, because it has been proved by experience
7
that such factories have already given large profits,"'
E, I , du Pont correctly felt that French manufacturers would
help American manufacturers in order to injure English producers.
found it so when he had established his powder mills.

He had

As he pointed out

to his father, "The French manufacturers will never be able to overcome
American prejudice and habit and it is only by American industries that
En land can be fought."

0

These thoughts on the cotton textile industry

were contemplated even before plans were made for the woolen enterprise
of Du Pont, Bauduy & Co.^
E. I . du Pont wrote of Duplanty that

B

I thought of the cotton

business as making for him a place that he needed and deserved."-^
Duplanty alone of the five partners seems to have had any practical exper-
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ience in the manufacture of textiles.

The other partners were Victor and

E. I, du Pont, brothers, respectively engaged in the manufacture of wool
and gunpowder.

Victor was an amiable gentleman, not overly interested in

manufacturing; he was a gregarious person who had given up a promising
career in the French diplomatic service to join his fortunes with those
of his father and brother in new ventures in their adopted country.
Eleuthere was a hard-working industrialist and promoter who allowed him
self to become engaged financially in many operations that proved costly.
E. I. du Pont conveyed on Kay li, 1813, to Duplanty, McCall & Co.
twenty-four acres of land with a mill site.

This was the lower portion

of the purchase he had made from rumford Dawes in 1812.
15,500, with a tax assessment figure of § 7 3 6 .

11

It was valued at

It was a good mill site,

commanding half the water of the Brandywine, a fall of 12 feet, and a
fairly wide expanse of land for buildings.
Construction on the mill, raceway, and dam was begun immediately
after the signing of the Articles of Agreement.

Records of construction

are sketchy, but quantities of stone cutting and stone working equipment
were purchased and blacksmith bills for the repair and sharpening of these
tools were large.

The dam for the Duplanty, McCall & Co. mill was probably

constructed in joint account with Bauduy, Garesche, & Co.

This was a

woolen concern organized by Peter Bauduy to create a place for his son,
Ferdinand, in the developing industries along the Brandywine.

The firm

was organized on September 1 5 , 1812, and the partners were Ferdinand
Bauduy, V. M, Garesche, E. I. du Pont, Peter Bauduy, and Bernard Sassenay.
A mill seat almost directly across the Brandywine from the site of the

2k

Duplanty, McCall & Co. mill was chosen.

The dam may have been started

by Bauduy, Garesche, & Co., and construction continued in conjunction
with Duplanty, McCall & Co. Details are scanty, but there are accounts
indicating that the dam was being constructed during 1813 ."^
It is believed that the Bauduy mill was never finished; Ferdinand
Bauduy died on January 2 1 , I8U4., and in April of 1 8 1 5 , tools and fulling
stocks to the sum of §l,ij.65.34 were sold to Victor and Charles du Pont.-^
Bauduy and Garesche, in the 1815 assessment list for Brandywine Hundred,
were charged with "38 acres of land on the B. Wine with tenements & mill
seat" at §3*000.

A description of mills along the Brandywine is, 1815*

discussing a cotton mill we assume was the "Duplanty, McCall & Co. mill,
stated that "Opposite to this building is the foundation of a large woollen
manufactory erected by a father for his amiable and agreeable son,...
The tail race for the Duplanty, McCall & Co. mill was finished
by September 9, 1813* for on that day water levels in relation to Louis
McLane's mill were taken by the surveyor Jonas Fairlamb in the presence
of a group of interested mill owners and operators:

Louis McLane, Joseph

B. Sims, Robert McCall, V. M, Garesche, and Raphael Duplanty*
The mill building, accord.ing to what appear to be construction
notes, was 73 x hh feet "from out to out." It was four stories in height,
with a clerestory and an A-roof for which 9*800 shingles six inches wide
were purchased.

The interior dimensions are given as 66 x 36 feet; 12,672

feet of one and one-fourth inch board was purchased to floor the four
stories.

The window frames were to be 4 feet 2 inches wide, with 5 feet

k inches between window frames; they were to be 2 -| feet above the floor

2$

K

and t o flange Inside 6 Inches on each side and At the Bottom."

These

dimensions for the windows allow for seven windows on each side of the
building;, just as shown in the Leseuer drawing.

(See illustration 1 3 .

For other views of this building, see illustrations Ik
the windows 2,112

"lights of Glass 9 x 11

l n s

and 1 5 . )

" were purchased.

For
To finish
18

the interior of the mill, 120,600 plastering lathes were delivered.
roof was painted by Andrew Ifervey in 1815,
require thirteen d a y s . ^

The

and it was a big enough job to

No record tells us what color paint was used.

Houses for workmen were constructed, but until they were finished,
dwellings were rented from John Hirons, Jr., owner of the "Sharon Factory,"
a cotton mill nearby on Squirrel Run.
0.

During 1811. and 1815,

paid Hirons at least -700 in house rent.^O
According to the tax list for 1815,

n

Duplanty, McCall

for 2h

Duplanty, McCall & Co. were assessed

acres of land improved with one large cotton factory, ten tenements
21

& other building," and one horse—§11,060.
To a great extent, the construction of the cotton mill was financed by
E. I. du Pont, and this did not improve relations between Du Pont and Peter
Bauduy, an argumentative partner in E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
attempted to wrest control of the powder company from E. I. du Pont.

Bauduy
In

one such maneuver Bauduy detailed the faults of du Pont as manager of the
powder concern and charged, concerning the cotton mill that
Irenee's follies are increasing. One Duplanty,
a very audacious and selfish man, has established
himself in Mr. du pont's good graces and is now
building a cotton factory near u s , for which we
furnish most of the capital, and the accounts of our
manufacture are thoroughly confused with those of the
new establishment; and Mr. Irenee, who considers him
tbp. nHmfi m n v p r . "hYvaa+.s him a r»r»r»rv^-i nrrlnr>A la + c Vi-i™

Illustration 13

Henry Clay Mill
1822

Charles A. Lesueur drawing.
Hagley Museum library.

Illustration 14

Henry Clay Mill

Eleuthera du Pont drawing.
Longwood Library.

Illustration 15

Mills in Henry Clay Area
1826

Eleuthera du Pont drawing.
Longwood Library
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The water wheel to power the mill was constructed in the base
ment, at a point on a line with the smaller bricked arch presently located
on the west side of the building.
undershot or a breast wheel.

Of necessity, it had to be either an

For the type of construction then prevalent

in America it was an unusual wheel in that it consisted of a mixture of
cast iron and wood, and because several of the upright and lying shafts
for the gearing trains were of cast iron.

It was designed and constructed

by Daniel Large, "engineer and machine maker

11

of Philadelphia.

J

The cast

ings were made by Samuel Richards, "iron merchant" of Philadelphia; one
2ii
"fly wheel" alone weighed 755 pounds.

The center shaft of the water
m

2%

wheel was apparently of wood, 2b feet long; §75 was paid to deliver it. ^
According to depositions taken in 1S20,.E. I. du Pont had objected
to the large dimensions and weight of the wheel and gearing while it was
being erected.

The wheel seems never to have operated correctly; local mill

wrights were continually employed to tighten and repair it. One upright
shaft "never was True," and the lying; shafts were "badly coupled." The
weight of the cast iron on the water wheel was 17,i>69 pounds, that of two
upright shafts was 4*237 pounds, and that, of one lying shaft, 3*237 pounds.
Friction was so great that a headblock was set afire, and a spout had to be
added which would convey water for cooling the gudgeons.
The water wheel apparently had segment spur gears bolted to the
rim, from which the power could have been taken off.

"The Segments of

cast iron are unnecessarily heavy and they are So awkwardly fixed that
the wheel cannot revolve without their being wet, Which makes their Cogs
liable to collect ice In the winter, which is very Injurious."

The mill
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operation was frequently stopped because of the necessity for repairs
to the water wheel.

William Murphy, local millwright, probably summed

up the condition when he stated, "I think the plan of the wheel & machin
ery both defective & unfit for any good purpose" and "The Sockets have
got loose from the Shaft; The arms are loose in the Sockets, The rim is
loosening from the Arms: The gudgeons are also loose."
After Duplanty, McCall & Co. stopped operations, the water wheel
and apparently some of the cast iron gearing were replaced with more con
ventional equipment of wood. 8,414 feet of white and black oak were pur
chased in 1821 for the water wheel, and William Murphy and his crew spent
a total of ij.88 days in 1821 and 1822 doing millwright work at the cotton
mill. ^

9,938 pounds of iron from the old water wheel were sold in 1823

to Bran Thomas for § 1 1 4 . 2 8 .

There is no record of dissatisfaction or of

replacement after this day, although it is logical to assume repairs and
replacements in the later history of the mill.
According to the Articles of Agreement, the mill was established
primarily as a spinning operation.

Fine quality y a m of high numbers was

planned; in this respect, the initial operation was similar in plan to the
du Pont woolen venture.

With the coming of peace and the dumping of textile

goods by the British in the American market, in addition to the American
preference for imported goods of a quality nature, Duplanty, McCall & Co.
were forced to spin low number yarn and produce the courser types of cloth
in order to survive.
The spinning of fine number yarn was unusual for American mills
of that period.

The average number was about No. 25.

The New England mills,
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such as the Boston Manufacturing Company, concentrated on low number yarn
<K
and heavy course cloth.

Their success was such that they eventually ex

cluded English coarse cloths from the American market and were able to
pay high dividends on their capitalization for years.
Duplanty, McCall & Co. had declared to a prospective customer
in December, 1815,

!;

that our machinery is calculated for fine Numbers

altogether, and our Workmen being used to spinning fine yarn we would
29
probably be useful to you."

7

In the report to the 1820

Census, they

stated that their "machinery had been calculated for fine work & for the
spinning of cotton from N° 80 & u p w a r d s , . . . G u i l l a u m e Merle d'Aubigne
visited the various du Pont industrial enterprises in October of 1816 and
wrote of the cotton mill, "They have spun up to 1 1 0 , which is higher than
any other American factory has yet made because everything; here has only
31
begun.

9J

In a newspaper advertisement of W. Young, Son & Co., Philadel

phia, listing American manufactures of wool and cotton for sale, appeared
the following description of Duplanty, McCall & Co.'s products:
Duplanty, M'Call & Co's, THREADS, double
and triple strands, from No, 25 to 100. COTTON
YARN from No. 20 to 150, COP FILLINGS, & c .
made to order.^
Despite this evidence that Duplanty, McCall & Co. was capable of spinning
high numbers of yarn, a search of the various extant records of this com
pany shows that thread of No. 70 size was the finest shipped by the firm.

3

No accurate idea of the types and extent of the original t extile
machinery installed in the mill can be given, hence the discussion which

29

follows is based upon sketchy and incomplete evidence.

From the payroll

records we know that equipment for the following operations was installed:
3

picking, carding., drawing, roving, spinning (on mules), and reeling, ^
Later equipment provided for the operations of bleaching, dyeing, and
/ weaving of both cloth and stockings.
In May of 1814,

§1,078.51 was credited to Archibald McCall for

the purchase of c a r d s . T h r e e years later, William Yearinton, carding
roaster, was requesting a large amount of additional breaking, carding,
drawing, and roving equipment.-^

Various Brandywine, Wilmington, and

Philadelphia machine makers were supplying Duplanty, McCall & Co,

In

37
1814 and 1815• Alrichs and Nixon were paid almost §600 for machinery.
op

-Fee and Newton received $1,500.

George Hodgson and Brothers were

supplying carding machines, carding rollers, mule rollers, and drawing
heads during the same period.

They were paid almost §3,000.^9

The

spinning mules may have been constructed by factory employees, as there
is an entry of June 5* 1815*

to Weldin Foster of |123

for wood work on

two mules and for fitting two mules into a twisting f r a m e . ^
Wagstaff in 1814 and 1815 supplied 1,074

James

15-inch mule spindles at 220

e a c h . ^ B o b b i n s and skewers were furnished in 1816 by Charles Leas
When equipment for weaving was being installed in 1815, cane and brass
reeds and gearing were supplied by William Hartley, reedmaker of Philadel
phia.^
4

phia.^ "

jteeds and gearing were also supplied by T. Grimshaw of Philadel
From 1815 to 1819 numerous repairs were made on rollers, spindles,

heddles, looms, stocking looms, pickers, mules, and dyeing equipment in the
y

^
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4

du Pont powder company blacksmith shop. '

5

One interesting item purchased of John Washington, Wilmington,
consisted of "baskets, large baskets, and open baskets."
baskets were provided at a charge of §102

At least sixty

during 1815 and 1 8 1 8 . ^

In a

modern spinning mill, rovings and slivers are coiled in tall cylindrical
metal cans for transportation between operations.

In all probability,

the baskets furnished by Washington were used for this purpose by Duplanty,
McCall & Co.
Bleaching operations were undertaken during 1815,
specific information as to methods.

but we have no

Probably it was lawn bleaching—the

long, slow process of washing and exposing to the sunlight, these steps
being repeated several times.

In an 1815 memorandum concerning costs,

the bleaching of cotton thread was noted as 8^ per pound. ^

When Jacques

Criblier was sent to Prance by the company in 1815, part of M s assign
ment was to obtain persons capable of establishing a "Berthaleinne laundry"
and the machinery for "laundries. *^

This is an obvious reference to the

bleaching process published by Claude Berthollet (1749-1822), a French
chemist, in 1785.

It consisted of the dissolving of chlorine gas in solu

tions of alkaline hydroxides; when cloth was placed in this solution, the
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vegetable coloring matter was swiftly bleached away.^

We do not know of

a certainty that the Berthollet method was installed in the Duplanty, McCall
Co. establishment, but a family was engaged in France to come to America
and "to take charge and establish a Berthaleinne laundry."
Dyeing processes were also installed.
colors were sold between 1815 and 1820.

Yarn and cloth of various

Indigo, potash, "Allura," copperas,
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verdigris, parchment shavings, and sulphuric acid were purchased from
50
Victor and Charles I. du Pont & Co., as well as from other concerns.
51
Copper boilers were bought, '

and there are records of the repair of

indigo grinders and of the fabricating of a 19-pound iron frame for an
CO

indigo pot."

One formula was written in a receipt book as follows:
Boil one pound of logwood Chips in one Gallon
of rain Water for one hour, pour it upon one pound
of pounded Hippo Galls; let it stand 3 or k days,
Stirring it once or twice a day, Then put in half
a pound of green Copperas, let it Stand 3 or a
days more, Then dissolve h ounces of gum arabia
In one quart of rain. ;vater mix them well together
and it is fit for Use.
W B The easiest way to dissolve the gum is,
put it in the Water in the evening, and let it
Stand or steep all night, Then Sit it on a stove
or by The fire to warm it & keep stirring it till
dissolved; it will not dissolve without Stirring
Tho' it Stand many days—53

A special weaving operation designed to produce stockings was
planned.

Part of Jacques Criblier's assignment was to procure stocking

looms and persons to operate them.

He succeeded in engaging Anthony

Ravigneaux and his wife, Marie, and "two Machines commonly called
Stocking frames of the invention of one Belmaire or Belmire ... to
make plain or Ribbed Hose and open work and Thulle !' c" were purchased

Sh
in France.

r

The stocking-making operation was not successfully developed,

and the ravigneauxs shortly left the employment of Duplanty, McCall & Co.
3

5

with mutual dissatisfaction.-- -

During 1815' the firm was making inquiries as to the various
methods of producing cloth: putting out system to individuals, farming
the weaving to an establishment in Philadelphia, or establishing: their
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of Philadelphia to receive cotton yarn and return finished cloth.

po

Stephen Sicarde, Jr., of Philadelphia, wrote Duplanty, McCall & Co.
that "I am however informed that it is impossible to obtain a profit
by putting out your weaving" and that "one of Seth Craigs partners,
to whom I applied at the Globe Mills, tells me that you could not
possibly afford to pay, at the utmost more than 15 to 16 cents" per
57
yard in a putting out system.

1

On July 1 2 , 1815, Duplanty, McCall & Co. paid Thomas Siddall

$85*05

for a "h'ater loom."

A stopper shaft and shuttle were provided

by Siddall in August after the loom had been installed, and alterations
to the loom by Siddall were planned in the same m o n t h . T h e r e is an
undated note in a receipt book that
29 Yards of shirting wove on the water loom
ith yarn N° 2k filled up with filling about N° 2k
also & having received Sixty eight picks in the
Inch weighed .Seven pounds, that is to Say 3 86
oz per Yard.^9
100

This is the only example found of a power loom in the mill.

Apparently

Duplanty, McCall & Co. did not pursue this type of weaving, just as they
foresook the stocking: looms.

Later mentions of weaving appear either to

be a system of factory hand weaving; or of a putting out system.
One example of factory hand weaving is shown by a. payroll entry.
Thomas Moffat on April 6, I8l5> was allowed 10 pounds of yarn; on May 1 3 ,
he was credited with "38 yards of Shirting, " on June 3* with 38|- yards,
An
and on July 1 5 , with 69 yards.

At the same time, a putting out system

was in operation; on i-arch 1, 1815,

it was noted that "W. Huston has at
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his house The residue of the Warp aforesaid, Which he did not weave out
in consequence of his reed having given way."

There are numerous

entries in a receipt book during 1618 showing that individuals were
receiving yarn and agreeing to weave it to a certain size and pattern
for a set amount per yard.

Two examples are given below:

t h

c

Received Sept 2 6
1818 of Duplanty M Call
& C° Twenty Eight pounds of Twist N° 11 & 12 which
I promise to return to them ready wove Into drilling
27 or t>k Inches wide when out of the loom. The said
drilling to contain at least J48 picks to The Inch,
and to be paid at the rate of Eight and Sixteen
Cents per Yard according to its width; and to be
made Substantial & good So as to pass Inspection.
James Nolan ^
0

d

t h

Rec Uov 1 3
1818 of Duplanty M Call &
C° one Warp ready sized weighing 27 ^ 7
to be
wove into drilling which is to be 5h inches wide
when out of the loom & to contain li8 to 52 picks
of filling to the inch the said drilling to be
wove for the consideration of fourteen cents per
yard
Hec also 20
10
of filling N 10 for the
Sci e
Abel Tomlinson^
r

c

o z

d

l

b

o z

Duplanty, McCall & Co. purchased cotton mainly in Philadelphia.
One invoice of September 29, 1815, has survived, showing that Archibald
McCall, as general agent for the company, was forewarding eleven bales of
cotton, weighing 3*542 pounds at 30$,

to Wilmington.^

After McCall's

failure in 1817, Vaughan & Dahlgren of Philadelphia acted as purchasing
agents, forewarding upland cotton in June of 1818.^5

Foreign cotton as

well as upland and Sea Island was used; "India Cotton" in 1819 was spun
into candle w i c k . ^

3k

Duplanty, McCall & Co. kept in contact with French merchants who
dealt in cotton.

Archibald McCall shipped twelve bales of cotton to Puchette

de Bellemar, merchant of Bordeaux, on September 2 9 , I8l5> for the "accot- &
risk of Duplanty, MPCall & QOn^'

Duitoveray d'lvernois and Co., Havre, were

supplying Duplanty, McCall & Co. with information on prices of cotton from
all over the world as well as other articles of trade.
Mo accurate idea of the quantity of yarn or cloth produced by
Duplanty, McCall & Co, can be ascertained.
of yarn took place on March 2 5 , 1 8 1 5 .

The f irst recorded shipment

It consisted of 135 pounds of

assorted yarns, Numbers 23 to k9> 30 pounds to Archibald McCall and 105
pounds to J.

B. Hinchman.

0>

From this date until March 8 , 1820, when

the last recorded shipment of 1 7 6 . 6 pounds of No. 1 1 Cops to Marie &
Barker was made, the following types and sizes of yarn were produced:
twist, Nos. 7 - 2 n , filling, Nos. 6 - 5 1 , darning, Nos. 2 l | - 2 7 , floss, Nos.
2-44, sewing thread, f os. 24-70, knitting, cops, and stocking?/ yarn,'^
The different types of cloth shipped were charabray, ticking,
shirting, drilling, b/^d^drilling, and check.
strong fabrics.

These were fairly course,

They, and the yarn, were supplied in the following

colors: blue, black, bleached, brown, buff, and in the gray (unbleached)
The single largest purchaser of cloth known was the Commissary
General of the United States Army,

It is assumed that the arrangement

with the government was made possible through the business relations of
the du Pont gunpowder company and Victor and Charles I. du pont's woolen
company with the government.

From July 2 6 , 1817, until January 2 5 , 1819,

26, 879J yards of 27-inch and 54-inch drilling of various colors were

\/
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shipped to the Commissary General.
Agents for the sale of Duplanty, McCall &. Co. yarn and cloth were
Anthony Girard of New fork, Archibald McCall, F. Rising, Pease & Rising,
J. &. B. M. Hinchman, Henry Simpson, and Wm. Young, Son & Co., of Philadel-

73
phia, and Jacob Haddock, of Wilmington* ^

Other purchasers whose names

appear frequently were R. &. J. R*. Phil lips, Richard Hambly, John Crawford,
Harden & Carson, and N. Underwood.

Victor and Charles I. du Pont & Co.

also purchased cotton warp of Duplanty, McCall & Co.7^Transportation of Duplanty, McCall & Co. products x^as handled by
the shipping firms of Dixon and Mountain, to New York and Philadelphia,
Samuel Bush & Son, to Philadelphia, and James Parks, from Philadelphia to
7

New York. ^
Labor relations in the Duplanty, McCall & Co, mill seem not to
have been of the best.

During the construction period there was a rapid

76
turnover of labor.'

After production was commenced the mill labor force

consisted of about 46 persons.

According to a "List of Hands in The Employ

lt

of Duplanty M'Call & C? , the master spinner, Ely Ross, was the highest
paid worker in November, 1815* receiving §47.66 per month.
master, William Yearinton, was paid 141.78,

The carding

§4 per month was the lowest

rate, paid for winding bobbins and attending carding machines.

Three

spinners were paid §32.25 each, and two ma.chinists were paid §37.91 and
"34.75 respectively.

Commencing in December, 1815, wages were reduced

rather drastically, a result apparently of the influx of British goods;
the spinners and machinists were cut by approximately one-third.

Only
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the carding master, of the higher paid workers, continued at the previous
level.

77

Apprentice labor was used.
survived.

Some agreements, or indentures, have

On February ii, 1815, Evan Thomas agreed to a three-year inden

ture to learn "the fitting up of Cotton machinery."

He was to receive

i"300 per year, and Duplanty, lie Call & Co. were to receive .;>2,000 in damages
r

if Thomas should leave before the term was finished.

Joseph Johnson, on

March 13* 1815* with his father's consent, agreed to senre two years "to
learn the Art, Trade and Mystery of Spinning Cotton."

This indenture stip

ulated that he would be provided with "sufficient meat, & drink, lodging,
fitting for an apprentice," and that he or his father would receive $6 per
month for the first year and "half the wages or price that- a complete mule
Spinner will be entitled to for each pound of yarn he may spin" during the
7

remainder of his term. ^
;

Spinners were bound by contracts to well & Truly Spin Cotton Yarn
c

upon a Mule for Duplanty M Call & C ° , conformably to their directions, during
the Span of Six months" and to be paid at the "rate of forty Cents for each
and Every hundred hanks of cotton yarn fit for Warp,,..

lie finding his own

7

Board & His piecers, if any he wants;..." ^ Weavers were bound in the putting
out system, whereby they received a specified amount of yarn and agreed to
return it woven into cloth of a certain type and specification.
Duplanty, McCall

- Co. brought workmen from France to perform

specialized tasks, such as operating stocking looms and establishing a bleachery.

Anthony and Marie ravigneaux, as noted previously, were engaged on
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May 6, 1816, to work "at the construction of stocking machinery, to direct
the operation of the said machines and to train for the operation of these
machines apprentices" and "to reel, double, sexv, and to hot-press the stock
ings as well to instruct the apprentices in this work,"

Kavigneaux, was to

receive §1.50 per day and Marie 50$£; one-third of his salary was to be re
tained for the transportation expenses from France, and accounts were to
be settled at the end of a. two-year period.®®

The manufacture of stockings

was never engaged in by Duplanty, McCall & Co., and the .ravigneauxleft
the Brandywine after two years and moved to No. 18 Walnut Street, Phila
delphia. ravigneaux placed an advertisement in the American watchman,
stating that he had paid §200 toward his and his wife's transportation
expenses in 1816, that the greater part of the salary due him had been
detained by his employers, and that his wife had received a grand total
of §1.10.

He concluded

I appeal to the justice and feelings of the
public if the conduct of these gentlemen is not
most cruel and unjust towards me and my family.
But, as a poor man, I cannot obtain redress;
having no means to presecute and fee the lawyers.
I make this 'public, to caution others
against a similar injustice and cruelty.81

Three French textile workers named Jean Baptiste Morel, Claude
Jean Brunet, and Alexander Le Cois left the employ of Duplanty, McCall &
Co. before their engagements were fulfilled.

The firm advertised in the

American watchman during August and September of 1816 that "All persons
are forbid harboring the said runaways, at their p e r i l . " ^

Peter Bauduy
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ini'orraed the firm that Brunet and Le Cois were employed in his gunpowder
manufactory "and this information will enable you to prosecute them accord
tt

ing to l a w . ^

Brunet and Le Cois each inserted replies in the American

Watchman, stating their cases.

Duplanty, McCall & Co. apparently found

Frenchman more spirited in demanding their just dues than the residents
of the Brandywine.

Le Cois claimed that he was entitled to $2 per day

from the firm, but he preferred working for 900 in a hazardous and strange
industry rather than receive nothing.

Finding his name mentioned in the watchman
of the 2lrth Instant, as a runaway from Messrs.
Duplanty, M'Call, & Co.'s manufactory, takes
this opportunity of informing those Gentlemen,
that being; compelled to leave their employ, to
obtain a subsistence, he is at present working
in the powder works of Mr. Peter Bauduy. He
would be extremely desirous of fulfilling his
contract with Messrs. Duplanty M'Call, & Co.
provided these gentlemen would pay him his
wages, the only means of his support; and
which having heretofore been refused to him
upon repeated application, necessity at length
obliged him to leave the employ of 1 ie s srs.
Duplanty, M'Call, & Co. (where he was entitled
to receive two Dollars per day) to earn a
subsistence elsewhere; and he is now employed
in a dangerous and laborious work at ninety
cents per day.
.
Wilmington, 26th August, 1816.
LE C0IS ^
r

d

when the Duplanty, McCall & Co. operation was about to cease,
the firm began what appears to have been a policy of refusing: cloth woven
for them on the excuse that the cloth contained imperfections.
April, 1819,

During

eight weavers in ten days were required either to accept

the cloth as payment or an equal weight of yarn.

One man was required
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to forfeit his "loom with all its Tackle & apparatus, reeds, gears &
Cording and likewise my Shuttle" to settle his accounts.
0

received small payments in acceptances. ^

Three men

In the same year, March

through June, workers were being; paid off in yarn, in orders on A.
Fountain <£: Co., in acknowledgements at six months, and in orders on
0

Duplanty, McCall & Go.J ^
Mental housing was available for workmen, either on the prop
erty or at Hirons Bank on Squirrel Ron.

Dr. Pierre Didier was retained

by Duplanty, McCall & Co. to treat their workmen, but it is not known
(In

0

who bore the cost. '
Work in a cotton mill appears to have been uncertain because
of the fluctuating market at the time, and in the case of Duplanty, McCall
& Co., because of stoppages caused by the ineffective water wheel.

The

apprentice system was used with mutual benefit—cheap labor for the firm,
training for the individual.

The operators worked under restrictive con

ditions, with long hours and often poor physical conditions.

Binding con

tracts and agreements were required of spinners, weavers, French workmen,
and apprentices.

Compared with rates in other industries, wages were low,

except for the master workmen.

During the early years of operation there

was a rapid turnover of labor, which was probably due to the employment of
farmers and other casual labor during the period of construction.

Duplanty,

McCall & Co. seems to have been unfortunate, not only in their entire opera
tion, but in their selection of French textile operators.

Contracts were

broken overtly by the workmen, and it can be assumed that they were broken
covertly by the firm prior to the defection of the workmen.

And lastly,

ho

when the company was failing;, certain expediencies were pursued in relation
to the wages of the workmen that could hardly be commended.
The last shipment of cloth to the Commissary General was made on
January 25,

1819.

Production and purchases of raw cotton were curtailed.

From March through June, factory workers were being paid off in yarn or
certificates of indebtedness of various sorts. during- April, cloth woven
upon order for them was refused by Duplanty, McCall & Co. because of
alleged imperfections.

It seems strange that many if not most of the

weavers should suddenly commence producing inferior cloth.

On May 21

the mill was completely out of regular cotton, and four days later the
decision was made to spin what "India Cotton" was on hand into candlewick.

By agreement of the partners, the concern terminated operations

on the 17th of August, 1819.^^

Sales of stock on hand, however, con

tinued until March 0 , 1820.
Duplanty, McCall & Co. stumbled to a halt in 1819.

Their own

explanation of their failure, as given in the 1820 Census, was that "having
received no encouragement from Congress it was impossible for this New
establishment to compete against the Old & extensive ones of Europe.
This was a period of cotton mill failures, caused by the flood of English
goods dumped on the market, by lack of adequate capital, and by inexper
ience in producing in a competitive market.

Only the shrewdly organized

and financially sound concerns such as the Boston Manufacturing Company
weathered this period profitably.
The arrangement of the Duplanty, McCall & Co. mill cannot be

Ill

accurately" delineated.

No accurate floor-plans or flow patterns of

materials have been discovered.

One undated scratch sheet found among

the financial records gives what appears to be an equipment inventory.
It is by no means complete* and most of the machinery necessary for a
cotton mill is not listed.
Mention is made* however, of several rooms: the cellar or

V

weave shop, the lower room, the east room up stairs, the west room up
stairs, the lathe room, the office, and the weave shop.

From other

sources, we know that the water wheel was located in the basement or
cellar.

It, the gearing and the gearing shafts must have taken up a

large amount of space.
In the cellar or weave shop were such items as two broad looms,
one broad lathe, two double box lathes, and reeds, heddles, and shuttles.
The lower room contained eleven baskets, two "spooling wheels," scales
and weights, one table, and small amounts of white and "Turkey"
yarn and white drilling.

The east room up stairs contained one basket,

four shuttles, two "rails for beaming Chains," and four "Cords
Stretching Chains."
and heddles.

jfvedij

f^ljlov

In the west room up stairs were reeds, broad temples,

Only one double lathe was listed for the lathe room, while

the office contained one table, one desk / ~ ? _ 7 * three double lathes, and
one "Loom Millers,"

The weave shop contained two narrow looms and five

broad looms, two narrow lathes and three broad lathes, and one bobbin
wheel and a basket.

No mention of spinning equipment such as carding,

drawing, roving, and mule spinning machines is given in the inventory.°0
When the mill was offered for lease in 1621, the following

U2

machinery was in the building:
1
10
1
2
1

Double Carding Engine
Single Do
Drawing frame
roping Do
Stretcher—II4 Spindles

7
1
1
1
1

mules
Crosset/~?_7
Do
Do
Do

20l± op indies each
1

0

8

n

e

w

120
84
76

1 Picker.
In addition to which there was a "variety of Spare Machinery, as wheels,
a

Spindles, rolers, & .

Warping mill, Dying & Bleaching utensils, looms,

Buckets, Stoves & Numerous other articles."^l
On July 31, 1819, an inventory of the goods, debts, and credits
of Duplanty, McCall & Co. was taken.

Yarn to the amount of §988.16 was

at the mill; cloth to the amount of s?5,435.98 was in the hands of various
agents.

The total of credits was

10,683.17, of debts §93.337.97, leaving

the concern :,82,65u.80 in d e b t . ^
A statement of profits and losses dated November 1 7 , 1820, which
had been made up from ^(aphael Duplanty's balances, showed that E. I. and
Victor du Pont had lost §24,057, and Archibald and Robert McCall ,27,974.
St

Raphael Duplanty's loss is not given since E. I, du Pont had previously
bought Iris interest for §7,000.

The totals, however, are misleading in

that a book credit of §60,000 was entered as the receipt of a proposed
sale.

Proportioned to their shares in the company, the McCall brothers

would have owed § 4 4 , 0 0 0 and the du Pont brothers the same amount, but
the accounts are complicated by the fact that E. I. du Pont had advanced
monies to the firm.°3
The dissolution between E. I. du Pont and Raphael Duplanty was
a long and painful process.

Duplanty had been a trusted and valuable

employee of Victor and then E. I. du Pont,

Driven from the woolen con-

10

cern, he had purchased shares in the cotton firm, and with Robert McCall,
had managed it.

E, I. du Font appears to have been the source of ready

cash and credit for Duplanty, McCall & Co.

After the failure of Archibald

McCall in 1817, M. I. du Pont supported the cotton concern until the agree
ment of August 17, 1815', between the partners which terminated operations.
A plan was agreed upon to sell the plant, but the asking price of §60,000
was too large and no buyers could be found.
Raphael Duplanty continued to sell the remaining goods, requested
wages as manager of a non-operating mill, and charged E. I .
inactivity of the factory.

du Pont for the

Conditions worsened between the two men.

M. I.

du Pont wrote Duplanty on May 6, 1820, "that it is as much my desire, as it
can possibly be yours, to bring all our affairs to a close and to have a
final Settlement of everything pending between us."

S. I. du Pont continued

I have as you are well aware paid a much larger
Sum towards the disbursements of the factory than any
other member of the concern, and Much more than I could
with propriety be called upon to advance, notwithstanding
which I am daily harassed by the creditors of the
Company for additional Sums which I am neither disposed
not able to Satisfy.^4

The final open break between the two men came in October, 1820.
M. I. du Pont wrote that

a. continuance of salary cannot b e allowed
after the resolution agreed to by t h e concern on
the 17 of august 1819 and above all when those who
are claiming t h e s e salaries have been the cause of
t h e interruption of the business b y not furnishing
their part of the advances in proportion to mine,
I also observe that the accounts are only given to
the 31st of July, and as I am informed that you have
been receiving monies since that time I ask for your
ap.nmints nn t o t h e r> r e s e n t date: t h e r e c a n be no pood

hh

I find that notwithstanding my resolution to make
no further advances for a concern in which my interests
have been so much neglected and sacrificed, I have been
led on by degrees to pay a large amount even since the
factory has been stopped, but I now give you final
notice that I am determined to not pay a cent more for
discount or interest to the Banks nor in any shape
whatever for the said concern, except I am obliged to
do it by the legal process of the auditors.°^

Thereafter communications were carried on through an i n t e r m e d i a r y , Anthony
Girard, New York powder agent and agent for the sale of Duplanty, McCall
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& Co. products.
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Raphael Duplanty terminated his business and left the United
States with his family for France sometime before April 7« 1821.

He

placed his remaining Brandywine interests in the hands of Victor du Pont
for final disposition and chose Anthony Girard as his general a g e n t . ^
The affairs of Duplanty, McCall & Co. were not, however, so
easily settled.

Debts of the firm continued to plague E. I. du Pont

for the remainder of his life.

Anthony Girard paid a note of E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co. which had been loaned to Duplanty, McCall &
Co.

and debited the powder company account.

E. I. du Pont wrote angrily

on January 16, 1620, that
To this we cannot consent. The affairs of our
powder establishment must be kept entirely separate
from those of Duplanty McCall & Co., and this must
be perfectly understood between us; if you are
entitled to call on that concern for the payment
of this note to them you must apply, but with regard
to ourselves we must repeat that we cannot consent to
your charging this note to our account.

Girard replied in an aggrieved tone to Victor du Pont that he

felt that conscious efforts were being made to embarass him.

On January 25,

1820, E. I. du Pont wrote Girard that "This whole affair is nothing but a
chain of unhappy events in the manufacture of cotton and everything with
it vexes me."

He attempted to sooth Girard's feelings and pointed out

that nr. /Itobert?/ McCall was taking care of the details.

"Permit me to

add and to assure you there is nothing the slightest of bad intentions
in all of this that when the situation is viewed in relationship to the
Watson debt it is a question which is necessary to clear up, but which
can be done amicably and not interfere with our other joint relatiosliips."
relations were also strained between Girard and McCall$ E. I. du Pont
stated that "if you are not on speaking terras with him, the thing to do
is not to let this go any further and decisions should be left to friends
in common."°9
In December, 1821, E. I. du Pont requested John Vaughan, Phila
delphia powder agent, to forward a bill presented to him against Duplanty,
McCall & Co.

Du Pont wrote that the entry could not be found in the cotton

firm's books, that the manager was in France, and that "there appears no
other way but to ask him for his bill, which please to send down to us
that it may be examined. "-^^
Anthony Girard, in his role as agent for Duplanty, had the oner
ous task of checking the accounts and attempting to bring about a settle
ment with E. I. du Font.

On October 1 3 , 1821, Girard wrote that he was

working on a new account of Duplanty, that eighteen months had already
been consumed in examining the accounts which had caused only "trouble and
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discontent," and that he thought an arbitrator should be chosen to settle
the disputed accounts.
The settlement between E. I. du Pont and the McCall brothers con
cerning the cotton firm was equally difficult.

Following his failure in

business in 1817. Archibald McCall came to reside on the Brandywine, and
it appears that he lived largely on the sufferance of E. I. du Pont,
•when

M

c

Call came to reside on the Brandywine I promised to give him

a compensation for the Services he would render me, he was at the time
concerned with his brother Robert & me in an extensive cotton factory
and it was contemplated that the said establishment could perhaps offer
some opening to better his situation."1^2

The failure of Duplanty, McCall

& Co., however, only aggravated the situation.
In the period following the close of the mill, attempts were
made by E. I. du Pont to interest various persons in a partnership with
Robert McCall as manager of the mill.

These failed, and eventually the

mill was leased to a firm having no connection with either the du Fonts
or the McCalls.

Various plans to recoup his fortunes were devised by

Archibald McCall, and it appears that E. I. du Pont attempted to aid him.
One plan was that E. I. du Pont was to purchase the shares of the McCalls.
Another was that they would buy out Victor and E. I. du Pont.

Neither of

these schemes was carried through.
Relations worsened and when M. I. du Pont succeeded in examining
the books of Duplanty, McCall & Co., he found that

as far as I could understand them I found many
entries made by Mr Duplanty, former partner of the
concern, and numbers of others made by Mr McCall
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himself when the books had been left with him for
examination, which had been placed in the books
without my consent, or knowledge, and which were
very unjust and injurious to my interest and which
had materially changed the situation of the accounts.

^

General Thomas Cadwalader was finally chosen in 1825 as a mutual
friend to reconcile the differences, and E. I. du Pont wrote in a weary
vein to him

One of those conditions I acknowledge it is
painfull to me to exact. I allude to a declaration
requested from the Messrs. McCall that they are
satisfied with me, but it is to be observed that
the settlement as it is now called is not of my
own seekings, that on my side I wished to have
the accounts fairly adjusted and settled at the
real value of things, when on the contrary I have
been forced by different means to give large suras
of money in lands and that without the other party
appearing in any way satisfied about it. ^

Details are lacking, but apparently it was not until 1834 that the shares
belonging to the McCalls were purchased for §9,493.30.
The indebtedness of Duplanty, McCall & Co. continued to plague
E. I. du Pont and his heirs for years.

On June 7, 1827, a bill of j 711.32

was paid to Ezra Ploopes, lumber merchant of Philadelphia, a debt which
had commenced on August 5. 1816, ^'

The Farmer's Bank of Delaware in

June, 1828, was paid $342 for Duplanty, McCall & C o , ^ ^ Following the
death of E. I. du Pont, accounts were totaled, and it was found that
from July, 1817, to October 3 1 , 1834, work amounting to §6,214 had been
done for the cotton c o n c e r n . I t was found that A. Fountain & Co. had
an outstanding debt of §500 against the cotton firm, and it was paid."'"

In the final accounting the debt of Duplanty, McCall & Co. to
E. I. du Pont totaled |iil,671.37. which was charged to "Balance to Sundries."
Interest of §11), 1 0 7 . 9 7 on its debt was charged "Sundries to Profit & L o s s . " " ^
As late as 1839, the heirs of E. I. du Pont paid §810 in interest and §1,500
on the principal of Duplanty, McCall & Co. bonds held by the Farmer's Bank
110
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of Delaware and the Bank of Wilmington and Brandywine. ~ Various attempts x^ere made to salvage something from the Duplanty,
McCall & Co. debacle.

When no one with capital could be found to re-establish

the operation with Robert McCall as manager, attempts were made to lease the
property.

The investment was too great to allow the mill to stand idle.

Approximately §100,000 had been put into the property, and "The Owners have
been obliged to give up the business & the large Capital involved in it is
now entirely idle. "-^3
Inquiries were made through du Pont powder company agents in
regard to prospective lessees.

Bradford & Cooch in Baltimore, and John

Vaughan in Philadelphia, wrote concerning persons interested in the prop
erty.

E. I. du Pont described the mill and machinery and said
the Buildings are the most extensive and thought
to be the best on the Brandywine, the mill is 76 feet
by kh ft., five stories high and well built of Stone,
the fall of water 12 feet with the command of the
Brandywine creek, there are about 1800 Spindles in
the mill, with their preparations, which have been in
operation, they have been calculated for making yarn
of a finer description than the generality of the mills
in the country and which at present will suit the
market later, there are 15 or 16 Dwelling houses,
a Die h o u s e , . . . ^

E. I. du Pont felt that the establishment should rent for §3,000 a year

h9

without the machinery and §4,000 with it.

^

To John Vaughan, he wrote

that "the Cotton factory is a building of 76 feet by 4 4 a beautyfull piece
of mason work, with a great supply of out houses and large tennant houses,
dyehouses, etc., 12 ft. fall; it contains 1800 spindles the machinery is
in good order, except some new cards wanted
In addition to seeking out lessees, incorporation was attempted
as a solution to the problem.

Archibald and Robert McCall, Charles I.

du Pont, and Charles Dalmas petitioned the state legislature for authoriza
tion to establish the Hagley Cotton Company.

By an act of January 2 5 , 1822,

the company was incorporated to establish "a manufactory of cotton yarn and
cotton cloths upon the Brandywine creek."

Capitalization was not to exceed

.150,000, in shares of §1,000 each, and the "body corporate" was to exist
until Kay 1, I81i7.

Archibald and Robert mcCall, Charles I. du Pont, William

need, and George Thomas were appointed as the first directors.

Apparently

no one could be found to invest in the company, as there is no further men
tion of i t ,

1 1 7

During 1821-1822, extensive repair work was performed on the
cotton mill building and on the dam.

In 1821 393 days were spent on

"work at Cotton Factory." repairs were made on the dam during this period
and at least §330 were expended refurbishing the mill machinery.-^^

The

water wheel containing a large amount of cast iron was replaced by a more
HQ
conventional type as were certain of the gearing shafts.
y

Other Occupants of the Henry Olay kill
William Almond & Co., made up of William Warner, John Torbert,

5o

William Almond, and Lewis Summerl, was the first lessee of the cotton
mill constructed by Duplanty, McCall & Co. The "Hagley Cotton Factory"
was leased on May 28, 1822, to the above named firm by E. I. du Pont,
,r

Samuel McCall by his Attorney," Archibald McCall, and Robert McCall.
The lease was to run for ten years, with a two-year notice clause.

The

lessees agreed to pay $3,000 rent per year, and the lessors promised to
build a bridge over Squirrel Mun and keep in condition the road to the
"Factory owned by Lewis mcLane."

The water rights were stated—E. I.

du Pont was to have one-fourth the water of the race "for his Mill Seat
/the

later Parley Mill^ situate below the property hereby demised."-*-^
William Almond & Co. had large plans to expand the physical

plant of the mill and increase the number of workers' houses, and even
offered to assume part of the debt of Duplanty, McCall & Co. On Novem
ber 18, 1822, writing from "Nemours Cotton Factory," the name given the
mill, they requested written permission to erect a separate building for
the picking machines, additional housing for the workmen (since they
planned to increase the amount of machinery they had purchased of Duplanty,
McCall & Co.), and a board fence around the property as a "security against
Fire and Incendiaries."

They suggested various methods of financing these

improvements and added that the dam was not tight enough and that the abut121
ment on the east side of the Brandywine was "by no means secure."
Little is known about the qualifications of these men to engage
in cotton manufacture.

William W a r n e r headed William Warner & Co., a

transportation line operating steamboats between Wilmington and Philadelphia
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John Torbert had been a justice of the peace and a council member of the
Borough of Wilmington.

He was a member of the Brandywine Mill Seats

Company and the president of the Bank of Wilmington and Brandywine.*^
By July 8, 1822, William Almond L Co. had about 850 spindles
ready to run, and John Torbert wrote William Young that they needed two
or three mule spinners.
their production.

No information i s possessed of the extent of

Later in the year they requested £. I. du Pont to have

the dam at the Siddall and Carter mills lowered; "Yesterday there was a
considerable rain, and the Water today i s a t least 12 to 15 Inches on
our Wheel, the Mill prevented from running the whole of today, and a l l
125
hands Idle."

Since B. I. du Pont did not own the mill s i t e s and dam

below the Nemours Cotton Factory, i t i s probable that the dam was not
lowered.
I t i s apparent that William Almond & Co. was not successful and
on March 28, 1823, the partnership was dissolved.

William u?rner, John

Torbert, and Lewis Summerl continued the cotton operation under the firm
name of Lewis Summerl & Co* and declared themselves l i a b l e for the accounts
1 2

of William Almond & C o . ^
William uarner had overextended himself with his investment in
the cotton factory.

In March, I82l|, he executed an assignment "of a l l his

estate, credits and effects to the subscribers i n t r u s t f o r such of his
creditors as shall within sixty days from the 19th i n s t . execute and deliver
to him a f u l l release of their claims and demands."
127
also made an assignment. '

William Warner & Co.
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William Warner was highly regarded, and William P. Brobson
described earner's difficulties to Caesar A. Rodney, stating that

Among domestic occurrences, there is none which
I feel more pain in communicating than the misfortune
of our friend 'William Warner. You are aware that he
embarked in the Cotton manufactory about two years
ago, a peculiarly unfortunate time I believe, and
under very unfortunate circumstances. The business
has been extremely bad ever since, and the enormous
rent he paid (3000 dollars) with the vast expense
of machinery, added to previous embarrassment, have
sunk his once handsome fortune, he made an assign
ment about two weeks ago. I never knew an event
of the kind that excited such general sympathy,
lie is so universally beloved, and, even under these
trying circumstances, his honour and integrity have
been so manifest, that every one who knows him
united in giving testimonies of his regards, and
none are more forward in displaying those testimonies
than the creditors the rose Ives. 128

The date on which Lewis Sumerl & Co. ceased cotton operations is not
known.
From 1621; through 1827 workers of E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. were renting the houses on the former property of Duplanty, McCall
& Co., in addition to houses on Hirons Bank.^^

This would indicate that

the factory was not operating for the greater part of this period.
Attempts were made to sell the property but without success. In
answer to one objection that there was not enough water power, E, I. du Pont,
perhaps with a touch of exaggeration, replied that

we have been astonished at Mr. Richards
not being pleased with the quantity of water at
the cotton factory. If there is no other
objection, this can be easily removed, the half
of the Brandywine with 12 feet fall is at least
equal to the water power at the celebrated
1 +.Vinryi
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The "Hagley Cotton Factory" was next leased for five years on
April 5, 1826, to David Dickey, Thomas talker, Edward Chandler, and Joseph
Dickey "of Chester County in the State of pennsylvania," under the firm
name of David Dickey & Co.

The rent had been lowered to $2,000 annually,

and the lessees were to keep up the "Road from the said Factory to the
Factory owned by Louis McLane."

Water rights were again reserved to

E. - I . du Pont "for the Mill built by the said Eleuthere Irenee Dupont
below the premises.**3*
erty is known.

Nothing pertaining to their tenure in the prop

There is only one further reference, an entry for §19 in

an E. I . du Pont de Nemours & Co. Journal for 1 8 2 8 , ^

2

David Dickey & Co.'s Lease expired in the spring of 1831. and
the following advertisement was placed in a Philadelphia newspaper

Cotton Mill to Rent
To be rent, an extensive COTTON FACTORY,
situated on the Brandywine, three miles from
Wilmington, Delaware; possession to be had on
the 1st of June next.
The mill is built of stone, in the most
substantial manner, seventy-six feet long by
forty five wide, five stories high, and calculated
to hold five thousand spindles, with a. power of
water to drive a great many more.
There are also on the premises twenty tene
ments for the accommodation of families, a dyehouse, a store, and a blacksmith's shop all built
of stone. The land consists of about twenty-seven
acres in wood and pasture land.
This establishment affords an opportunity for
the carrying on of a large and profitable business,
as well from the extent of the buildings, the great
force and permanency of the water power, the con
venience of the market of Philadelphia and
Baltimore, as for the remarkable healthiness of its
situation.
For further particulars apply to
FRANCIS G. SMITH)
or
) Philadelphia

5h

The next occupant of the property was J. B. Hutchinson L Co.,
made up of James B. Hutchinson, John Waters, Thomas Laird, and Moses Medpath.
They took possession about September 1, 1831 j and invested . 2 7 , 0 0 0 in machin
ery.

They operated the mill only for spinning, producing low number y a r n s —

1 0 ' s to 1 5 ' s — w h i c h they sold in Philadelphia at four to six months credit.
Fifteen men, twenty women, and forty children were employed by
J. B, Hutchinson & Co.

In all, 1 7 1 persons were supported by the mill.

In a period of eight months, they produced an average of 3 , 5 0 0 pounds of
yarn per week.
In answer to queries regarding' profits from the department of
the Secretary of the Treasury, an office held in 1 6 3 2 by Louis McLane,
owner of Rokeby, J. B. Hutchinson answered tartly that "The honorable
Secretary can estimate the profits from what he made while engaged in
the business."

Another sally concerned the possibility of business fail

ure caused by a reduction of the import duties and the probable course of
action in such an event; Hutchinson replied that "If we abandon our busi
ness, our capital is all in machinery, which would be worth nothing, there
fore we would have no capital; in that case I should turn politician, and
n

look to Government for office. ^3h

jt

is not known how long J. B. Hutchinson
13

& Co. operated the mill, but they were definitely gone by January 3 0 , I838.
Alfred du Pont signed a lease on March 16, 1838, with Alexander
Stephens, James Stephens, and William B. Stephens, who used "the name and
firm of Alexander Stephens & Company."

Again there was a change of name

for the lease was for the "Vernon Mills."

One year was the term of the

1

'

agreement, with a three-month notice clause.

The rent was §2,500.

The

lessees were to forfeit b 0 0 if they allowed any liquor on the property,
v

and "the lessor doth covenant to repair all damages done the buildings
on Said premises by an Jixplosion of the Powder mills

Such repairs to be

made as early as practicable."
Provision was made that "the mill Known by the name of the Barley
Hill Situate on the same Waters as the cotton mill is to have the privilege
of using all the water not required for the cotton mill, but the Tenants
occupying the cotton mill may stop the Barley mill at any time when it is
found the water is too low for the use of the Cotton mill.

This re

ferred to the barley mill erected by Samuel Kirk and E, I. du Pont at the
approximate location of the S. Hallock du Pont storage building at the foot
of Barley Mill Road.
The cotton factory was insured against fire, but from the scanty
records it would appear to have been under-insured.

In 1838 only .6,000 of

insurance was carried with the Wilmington Fire Insurance Company and the
.Delaware Fire Insurance Company "on their four Storied Stone Cotton Hill
situate South Side of Brandywine Creek, now occupied by A, Stevens & Co
including Machinery & Gearing (not to insure against injury done by blow
ing up of Powder Mills) for 6 months."137
The flood of January, 1 8 3 9 , must have caused extensive damage to
the cotton mill dam because at least § 2 , 9 3 5 was spent on dam repairs during
1839.

1 3 8

A. Stephens & Co. continued in the mill for an unknown period.
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On July 1 , I 8 4 3 . Andrew W. Adams and Joseph Walker, "trading under the
name and firm of A. W. Adams & Co.," leased the property for three years.
They were to pay § 2 , 7 2 0 rent per year, forfeit § 5 0 0 if they allowed liquor
to be "sold, vended, desposed of or destributed on the demised premises,"
and allow surplus water to operate the Barley Hill.-^9

This lease contains

the first known reference to the name "Henry Clay" as applied to the cotton
mill.

The statesman, Henry Clay, was long a correspondent and friend of

the du Fonts to whom his views on internal improvements and high protective
tariffs especially appealed.

(See illustration 16 for a campaign poster

showing Clay's relationship to American manufactures.)
In 1 8 4 5 the heirs of E, I. du Pont sold the cotton mill to E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. for § 3 7 , 0 0 0 .

In the same year .,3,000 worth of

repairs to the mill were made by the powder company, and bonds to the amount
of $3*000 on the mill were debited against E. I. du pont's estate.
The reason is not at all clear, but during 1 8 4 5 - 1 8 4 6 A. W. Adams
& Co., while occupying Walker's Mill, was paying the rent for A. Stephens
& Co. in Henry Clay Mill.

Perhaps A. W. Adams M. Co. was acting as the

Philadelphia outlet agency for A. Stephens & Co. and handling certain finan
cial payments for them.

Perhaps some other explanation is correct, but

evidence is not available now. A. Stephens & Co. continued to occupy Henry
Clay Mill until 1849* in that year they were supplying cotton warp, o« 1 0 ,
Ti

to William Breck at Rokeby.
During the period 1 8 5 1 to 1 8 5 5 the firm of Stephens & Manderson,
whom we presume succeeded A. Stephens & Co., supplied cotton warp, No. 8 ,

Illustration 16

Henry Clay Poster

f o r hi* Country feels,

Collection of Samuel Tanenbaum
A C A M P A I G N POSTER SUPPORTING C L A Y AND THE A M M
ICAN S Y S T E M , 1 8 4 4 .

from Davidson, ed.,
Life in America, I,
524.
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to William Breck. ^

Thereafter the mill apparently stood empty for an

indeterminate number of years.
Several prospective lessees were contacting the du Ponts con
cerning Henry Clay Mill during 1 8 5 9 . J . & R . S. Griffith, of Baltimore
County, Maryland, were interested and wished to install woolen machinery
in addition to the cotton equipment.

Terms could not, however, be agreed

upon between the Griffiths and du ponts. A kr. Smith of Philadelphia was
also interested, but he too did not lease the mill.^-h^
The Griffiths reopened negotiations and occupied the mill in
late i860 or early 1861. Their tenure was cut short by a fire on June 20,
1861, which gutted the building.

The fire started between 6 and 7 o'clock

in the morning, and. "All but the walls were destroyed."

Beconstruction was

begun almost immediately.-^
Both cotton and woolen machinery were installed in the rebuilt
factory, two sets of woolen machinery alone costing not less than §9,000.
The Griffiths occupied the property during the Civil War, and it is assumed
under wartime conditions they did w e l l . " ^
By the end of the war J . &ft.S. Griffith utilized not only Henry
Clay but the Keg Mill (presumably across the Brandywine).

Quarterly rent

on Henry Clay was 961*0, on the Keg Mill § i r 2 . 5 0 . A p p a r e n t l y the ending
of hostilities was the beginning of the end for the Griffiths.

Thereafter

the firm was late in its payments and began to pay for rent and machinery
with drafts and notes.

By March of 1867 it had over 80,000 yards of unsold
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cloth in the hands of its New York and Philadelphia agents which was
valued at from liO0 to 50
been d r a w n . J .

and "upon which not over Thirty cents have

& ft. S. Griffith was issued a U. S. warrant in Barknl.O

ruptcy on February 1, 1868.

Their debts totaled well over §100,000.

7

Following the occupancy of the Griffiths, Henry Clay Mill was
leased for one year and three months in 1869 and 1870 by Dean, Knight &
150
Hoppin.

There is an interval of over a decade when no records indi

cate who occupied, the property. "Converted in I 8 8 4 by the powder company
to the manufacture of metal powder kegs, it served in that capacity until
the powder yards closed, in 1921.

The building was- used for manufacturing

and assembling purposes for short periods during the 1930's and during
World War II.
When the Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation was established in
1952, it was decided that Henry Clay Mill was the best site for the Hag ley
. .useurn.

Extensively remodeled, Henry Clay, or the Hagley Museum, now houses

exhibits and models devoted to industrial history along the Brandywine.
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IV"

WALKER'S MILL

The land on which Walker's Mill—originally called Simsville
Mill—was built was purchased of Peter Bauduy on August lli., 1813, by
Joseph B. Sims, merchant of Philadelphia, whose "comptinghouse" was
located at 155 South Water Street,^

The mill, when completed, was leased

to John Siddall & Co., a firm whose partners were Issachar Thorp, James
Thorp, and Joseph Siddall, of Philadelphia, George Hodgson, Thomas Hodgson,
and Isaac Hodgson, of Rockford, Delaware, and John Siddall, of Simsville,
Delaware.

The Thorps and Siddalls were calico printers of Philadelphia,

and the Hodgsons were machine makers on the Brandywine at the "rockford
Factory, about one mile and a half above Wilmington.
John Siddall & Co. installed 3,000 spindles "for Spinning Cotton
y a m " and operated, or used and discarded, power looms, for we find Thomas
Siddall selling a "water loom" to Duplanty, McCall & Co. in the summer of
181b for §85*05*

The Siddall Co. manufactured and sold cotton yarn, muslin,

check, and plaid.^
Apparently the Hodgson brothers, machine makers by trade, were
operating a machine shop in the upper end of Simsville Mill, since the
artist Charles Willson Peale's son, Franklin, who had been apprenticed to
Hodgson for one year, ended his term on November 3, I8II4, and his father
wrote that "he will work at cotton business to be est, at lower end of
7

factory by Mr. Sydel /^iddall/ ."^
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The Simsville mill seat was advertised for sale by Joseph B.
Sims in March, ISIS.

The premises consisted of the stone mill, 60 feet

by IrO feet, four stories high, and four dwelling houses, each two stories
high.^

Sims was unsuccessful in his attempt to sell the property.
It was in this mill in 1816 that the'Brandywine manufacturers

Sunday School first met.

1

Instigated by an English workman who had attended

a Robert raikes Sunday School in his homeland, it was soon moved from the
upper room of this mill to the upper floor of the Duplanty, McCall & Co.
mill.

Chartered by the state of Delaware in 1817, the Sunday School pro

vided instruction in letters, spelling, reading, singing, and non-denomina
tional religion.

About 1823 the school was moved to a building especially

constructed for the purpose from subscriptions raised among the Brandywine
manufacturers.

The land on Slitting Mill Bead leading into the Hagley

Yard was furnished by E. I. du Mont.

This structure was later used as a

yard office and is now occupied as a residence.

The building; of various

churches nearby with their own Sunday schools caused the abandonment of
the Brandywine Manufacturers Sunday School in 1848.'''
A sheriff's sale was announced for October 2h, 1817, at which
time the property of George, Thomas, and Isaac Hodgson was to be sold.
This consisted of "blowing machines, carding engines, drawing- frames,
roving frames, stretching frames, throstles, mules, press, turning lathes,
&c. & c * as well as horses, one cow, one hog, and household and kitchen
#

furniture.^

Two days after the sheriff's sale the John Siddall & Co.

partnership was dissolved, the three Hodgson brothers dropping out, and
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Issachar Thorp, James Thorp, Joseph Siddall, and John Siddall continuing
under the sane firm name.^
In answer to the 1620 Census questions, John Siddall & Co. stated
that it operated 1,600 of its 3,000 spindles to process an average of
pounds of cotton ("Sea Island, New Orleans, Surat") per week.

1,500

It employed

61 persons at a wages expense of §7,600 annually, and reported that cheap
imported goods had placed the concern in a precarious position, that demand
was then better than for some time past, but that it did not expect the
demand to be of long duration."^

In this period John Siddall & Co. paid

an annual rent of • 1,500 to Joseph B. Sims for the mill property, without
machinery.^
The freshet of Thursday, February 21, 1822, flooded part of the
Simsville Mill and John Siddall & Co. "suffered considerably, as a consid
erable part of his machinery was new, and is very much injured."

The firm

sustained damages estimated at $1,000.
They were sufficiently recovered to be operating 2,500 spindles
and employing 70 to 80 persons by the summer of 1823.

But their creditors

overtook them and a public sale of the machinery was announced for October
2 3 , 1823, by John Torbert and Cyrus Lamborn, acting for the creditors.^
Various carding, drawing, stretching, roving, picking, and willowing ma
chines and 2,544 spindles, in addition to numerous other items, were listed
for sale.
At the same time the mill machinery was announced for sale, Joseph
B, Sims advertised the Simsville Mill for rent or sale.

The mill was des-
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scribed as possessing one-half the water of the Brandywine, four stories,
61 by ii2 feet, capable of containing 3,000 spindles, and all necessary
outbuildings,"^
buyers.

Sims continued to advertise the mill but could find no

The property was "seized and taken in execution" by the sheriff,

who announced an adjourned sale for June 10, 1825.

The property was

next advertised for rent or sale by David C. Wilson and Joseph C. Gilpin
in 1 6 2 6 .

16

FOB SAIE OK TO LET,
A COTTON F A C T O R ! ,
And a number of other buildings, on the
east side of the Brandywine Creek, about two and a
half miles from Wilmington, with 11 acres of land.
The Factory is of stone, built in 181ii, being 65
feet front by kS deep, four stories high, besides
a basement story, and two garret floors, capable
of containing spindles, with all the necessary
preparatory machinery; there are also on the premises,
six dwelling houses for w o r k m e n , a smith's shop, &c.
There is an extensive bleaching ground, with a never
failing spring of fine water on the hill back, which
can be carried by spouts entirely over it, and into
the third story of the factory if desired; the
property possesses one half of the water power of
the Brandywine, which power is much greater than
what works are now erected require, the dam is
new, of stone, having been rebuilt since the > "
erection of the mill. Inquire of
DAVID C. WILSON, or
JOSEPH C. GILPIN.

robert Hilton, William Hilton, and Thomas Hilton next owned and
operated the Simsville mill.

The property had been purchased by the Farmer's

Bank of Delaware from Sheriff Peter B. Delaney on Play 19, 1826, and the
Hiltons bought it from the Farmer's Bank for 111,545 on November 17, 1827
They reported in 1832 that they consumed 150,000 pounds of cotton to produce
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135,000 pounds of cotton yarn, and 3,200 pounds of wool to produce 68,200
yards of rouen cassimere, using 3,892 spindles and 28 power looms.

They

employed 160 men, women, and children at a wages expense of -;13,152,2.
annually,^

The Hiltons' machinery was announced for a sheriff's sale on

June 23, 1834, and the property was put up at a sheriff's sale on June 1 0 ,

1835.

1 9

The chain of ownership Is very confused for a few years. The
Hiltons.had placed a mortgage against the property with the Farmer's Bank
of Delaware on October 29, 1 8 2 9 . ^

Subsequent mortgages apparently were

taken, subject to the first mortgage.
operating the mill.

In 1835 Painter, Newman & Co. were

The property passed through the hands of John B.

Newman, Andrew W. Adams, James Brown, Lea Pusey, and William Welsh, but
Alfred du Pont purchased it from sheriff Abraham Boys on November 1 5 , I 8 4 O ,

21
under the first mortgage of October 29, 1829.
On January 9, 18 4 4 , Alfred du Pont made an agreement to rent the
Simsville Mill to A. W. Adams & Co. of Philadelphia for -1,200 per year
"until such date as the Lmprovements to be made, being furnished, shall
warrant Such an increased rent as may be agreed on between the Said Parop
ties."

Joseph Walker, after whom the mill was later to be named, was a

member of A. W. Adams & Co. Alfred du Pont renovated the mill, which was
to be for the spinning of yarn only, putting in new flooring, turbines and
shafting. *
A. W. Adams & Co. probably occupied the Simsville Mill until the
fire of I 8 4 8 .

Their rent payments gradually increased, until they amounted
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to $2,200 annually.

u

At this time A.tf.Adams & o . was also billed for
2

the rent of the Henry Clay Mill, occupied by A. Stephens & C o . ^
The Simsville Mill burned on march 2 3 , I 8 4 8 , and Alfred du Pont
wrote that
One of our large Cotton Mills was burnt down
yesterday afternoon; as we are Covered to borne extent
and did not own the machinery, the loss will be
Comparatively small; the difficulty will be to find
tenants who will fill the mill with machinery, when
rebuilt & pay us $2200. This will be pretty hard
under a tariff like the present. The mill must
however be rebuilt & we must take our chances of
renting it.**

Scharf states that "Mr. Walker, of Philadelphia," was the lessee at this
26
time and that he lost §25,000 on the machinery destroyed.
J. Morton Poole furnished looms for the rebuilt mill, indicating
that once again it was to be a textile factory, rather than solely a spinning
mill.

Alexis I. du Pont was in charge of the Simsville Mill rebuilding opera

2

tion. '''
Joseph Walker in the mid-1650's was operating a cotton mill known
as the "Irene Mill," but we do not know for certain that it was the Simsvill Mill«

On January 16, 1855, he wrote Charles I, du Pont that he could

supply him with willowed cotton.

u

For several years the simsville Mill apparently stood Idle. In
-

February of 1859 an inquiry was received asking if the machinery in the
2

"White Mill" was for sale or if the mill was for rent. ^

A Jonval turbine

was installed in the same year, which would indicate a prospective lessee,
but there is no record of the mill having been rented until after the Civil
War. 30
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following him, there was a succession of lessees until the late 1930's—
William Hunt, Barlow & Thatcher, Hodgson Brothers, and S, Josephs & Sons.
The mill is at present owned by the Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation
and used as the preparators

1

laboratory.
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V

INDIVIDUAL COTTON HILLS ALONG THE BRANDYWINE

A cotton mill later known as the "Squirrel run Hill" was erected
on that tributary of the Brandywine in 1814 by John Hirons Jr.

The general

site had long been regarded as a feasible one for a mill of some type.

This

is made clear in an 1812 description of the Squirrel Hun area by Humford
Dawes:
On examination it will be seen demonstrably
that the Water of Squirrel Run, having So very great
fall, will at the dryest Season of the year, furnish
Power to turn Machinery for a complete Flour MerchJ
Mill—the whole cost, except the House to contain
the Machinery at the Run, will be very inconsiderable,
not one tenth of what is common for Dams & Races to
cost. "-*•

John Hirons Jr. acquired the property in 1813 from John Wilson;
it consisted of 81 acres and, at that time, was not considered as a mill
2
site.

Appraisal was only $812 on the entire property.

Two years later,

the mill site was listed as."10 acres of land improved with two tenements
& small cotton factory" and it was assessed at a. value of $4,0Q0«~
In an 1815 description of actual and potential mill sites in the
vicinity of Wilmington, Delaware, the "Sharon Cotton Factory," hirons' name
for his establishment, was mentioned.

It was stated that "On the west side

of Brandywine, near Dupont's manufactory, a small stream comes In, that
drives a cotton mill of 600 spindles, leaving a fall unoccupied of equal
power."^
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The Sharon Cotton Factory, with "Complete Machinery for 1092
Spindles," produced only cotton yarn.-^

The general hard times in the

textile industry forced its closing in 1817.

For the 1820 Census, Hirons

reported that "if relief is not soon afforded /it/ will be sold by Seriff,"^
The Sheriff's Sale came late in 1621 or early' in 1822.

The property was

sold to John D. Carter, who was at that time leasing; the Rokeby mill,'''

It

is assumed that Carter, whose lease at Rokeby expired on June 1, 1823, moved
his cotton operation to the Sharon Cotton Factory.
It is claimed that the property passed to Eh I, du pont at a
sheriff's sale (Sheriff William moody) in 1 8 2 b u t

entries are found in

the 1839 "Journal" of E« I. du pont de Nemours & Co. of payments ma.de to
Sheriff E. T. Jefferson for the "Hiron Bank Property.'.'9

The history of

the property cannot be traced at this time for that fifteen year interval.
In the latter year (1839) at least six houses were constructed by the powder
company on Squirrel ifun.^
In the following year, Charles Philips received, payment "for hem
lock joists for 2^ floor in Squirrel run mill" and "for improvements in Said
c

mill, water wheel, 3^ floor, Stairs & .""^"

In I 8 4 I , a large water wheel

was erected by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.) the only logical location
for a wheel of its size was at the Squirrel ttun Mill.

Alfred du Pont des

cribed The wheel, relating that

owing to the accurate workmanship and the
small friction, it runs with a trifling quantity
of water, say \ pint per bucket, the wheel is
hh feet in diameter and has 128 buckets, Sh of
which hold water at a time; it makes 3 2 revo
lutions per minute, thus less than 12 gallons
per minute will keep it going with the geering
/sic/ shaft necessary to bring the speed to 4O
7
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On December 23,

1842, a rent indenture was concluded between

Alfred du Pont and Charles Philips on "all that certain Cotton mill, with
dwelling house adjoining, in Christiana hundred, known as the Squirrel nun
Mill,

11

The term of the lease was for one year, and the rent was $200.

It

was agreed that "the said Charles Philips shall attend to the Shutting of
the head gates during floods, the draining of the wooden pipe which conveys
the water to the wheel, during frosty weather, and to the general & necessary
care and attention to the premises,

The length of Philips' tenure in the

mill is not known; however, in an 18 46 du Pont Company letter book there is
mention of a Philips draft for $200, which might have been a rent payment for
the Squirrel Bun M i l l . ^
It has been stated that Philips was the last tenant in this mill
and that in I 8 4 8 it was converted into a carpenter shop for the powder com
pany,

Francis Gurney du Pont as a boy played around the shop and related

afterwards how the enormous water wheel had curved sections of iron bolted
to the side of its rim, making of the water wheel the first gear in the gear
train,^

It is not known how long the carpenter shop was in operation.

The

building no longer stands,
Several other cotton establishments were commenced in this period,
apparently trying to capitalize on the good market brought about by the
War of 1812.

Thomas Lea, flour miller, had acquired in 1813 the paper

mill of Horatio G, Garrett and Joseph

tatnall

TWO years later the

property was listed as "One Cotton Factory, including six tenement, k Of
stone 2 of wood" and was evaluated at ^10,000."^

Lea reported to the 1820

?
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Census that he produced cotton yarn, utilizing 1,340 spindles and employ
ing five men, ten women, and twenty-seven children.

He stated that the
0

demand was good although the "profit /was/ very small.""'"

Apparently

operations soon ceased, as the "Cotton Factory" was evaluated at only
$3,61*0 in 1 8 2 1 .

19

About this time Benjamin Ferris owned "one weaving factory &
20
Smith shop."

w

It seemed to be highly regarded, as Charles Willson Peale,

whose son Franklin was learning the machine making and cotton textile in
dustry on the Brandywine, wrote that Franklin "will stay a few weeks at
21
my friend Benj. Ferris' manufactory."

Ferris must have ceased operations

shortly thereafter, or else did not report to the 1820 Census.

In 1825-

1826 his brother, Ziba Ferris, was advertising the mill for sale, stating
that it contained "about 600 spindles, with a full supply of carding en22
gines and other machinery for the preparation of Cotton."

The mill was

listed as a "Cotton mill; abandoned" in the McLane itfeport of 1832, and
this famous industrial survey located the mill between Benjamin Webb's
23
unused bark mill and Isaac Jones' snuff mill.

J

Joseph Bringhurst was renting Kockbourn—"situated on the South
side of the Brandywine \ a mile west of Bwine Bridge"—in 1815 from Morton,
Canby, and Tatnall and producing cotton yarn there.
2

was evaluated at ^4,000. ^

The "cotton factory"

it was forced to cease operations in 1816 "in

consequence of the importations of the same kind of goods" produced t h e r e . ^
Two men, two women, and twelve children had been employed, utilizing six
carding engines, two roving frames, two drawing frames, and 64O spindles
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to process 30,000 pounds of cotton per year. °

Bringhurst stated to the

1820 census taker that "It is intended to put this mill in operation this
year."

The flood of February 21, 1822, caused $800 damage to the mill.

John Schofield later used it as a manufactory of spindles, and it burned
in 1 8 5 7 .

27
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VI

THE rockland HILLS

William Young, Philadelphia, book dealer and paper manufacturer
at Rockland, suffered the loss of the paper mill he had begun in 1795 byfire in

1814

He rebuilt the mill as a woolen factory and named it the

Delaware Woolen Factory.

In an advertisement of his textile firm, W.

Young, Son, & Co., he listed the concern as "Manufacturers of superfine
Merino Cassimeres, Satinet & Fancy Cord" at the Delaware mills.^

Young

had numerous outlets for his woolen products, stating that they were for
sale at the mill or through agents: William Bonnell's Warehouse, No. 32
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, James B. Latimer, Ho. 2LQ Market Street,
Baltimore, and Messrs. A. Thompson, A. Poulson, and M. Kean, Wilmington,
Delaware.
The freshet of February 21, 1622, carried away the dye house,
partly demolished one or two other buildings, and wet some machinery,
2
causing about ^1,000 damage.
Soon afterwards the manufacture of cotton was introduced.

The

new mill was called the "Wallace Cotton factory," named after Young's son,
William Wallace Young.

The comb,ined textile works were "calculated to give

constant employment to about 300 persons, chiefly women and children, and
occasionally 100 more."3

The depressed state of the industry, however,

would not allow employment of that large a number in the post-1615 period.
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By 1832 the Wallace Cotton Factory contained about 3,000
and produced such numbers of yarn "as are suitable for the general market"
although "we are calculated for a much finer article, principally about
No. a 0 . "

A weaving operation was being organized at that time, designed

for fine fabrics, "principally the cambric muslins," which utilized thirty
looms, probably power looms since the weavers were all females.^

Finding himself in financial difficulties, Young incorporated his
Delaware enterprises in 1825.

In his petition to the legislature of Delaware,

he described himself as the owner of extensive wool, cotton, and machine
manufactories on the Brandywine at rockland. The capitalization of the
company was not to exceed ^300,000, in shares of f1,000 each.
The old firm of w. Young, Son & Co., consisting of a copartnership
between Will jam Young, William wallace Young, and Isaac Bannister, was dis
solved on December 1 3 , 1825, and the rockland Manufacturing Company continued
the manufacture of cotton and woolen goods.

All creditors and debtors of the

old firm were informed to contact "William W. Young; at rockland for settlement;
it was announced that orders for goods would be taken at the mill by William
W. Young, at No. 15 Bank Street, Philadelphia, by William Young, and in
Baltimore by Isaac Bannister.^
During the period 1827-1831 Joseph Bancroft served as the super
intendent of the Wallace Cotton Factory.

In preparation for the establish

ment of his own mill Bancroft kept a notebook which has survived.

Monthly
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production of yarn is shown by several of his entries; in August, 1829,
for example, h,031-g pounds of yarn were spun of Numbers 1 8 - 9 3 warp and
woof which, after the costs of raw materials and wages were met, only
produced a net profit of $.170.23.

7

The debt-ridden Bockland Manufacturing Company slowly foundered.
In I6ii7 a supplementary act was passed by the legislature of Delaware which
reduced the price of shares in the company from $1,000 to $10.

In December

of 181|8 the machinery was announced for sale by the U. S. Marshal, and in
May of 181i9 the land on both sides of the Brandywine was "Seized and taken
in executing as the property of the Mockland manufacturing; Company.
On October 2, I61r9, the weaving mill was destroyed by fire, at
a loss of almost $10,000.

It was rebuilt of stone by James Goodman for

• 3j5>00 in the summer of 1850, two stories high and 102 by 50 feet, with a
large garret and a basement.

Some interesting; information as to mill

construction can be obtained from the rebuilding specifications.

Floor

girders 1 1 x 8 inches of spruce or white pine (12 x 9 if of hemlock) were
required for one floor, three of them 51 feet long: and ten 37

feet long,"^

Cyrus Hi libera of Philadelphia had settled a debt owed him by
W,to.Young- in Itikb by entering into some unknown arrangement "in the new
organization of the rockland Manufacturing/ C ° "

He had agreed early in

18U9 to rent the Bockland property and had found employment for W. W. Young
"in a Mill here /Philadelphia?/ in which I had a large interest at a Salary
of 1,200$.

n

Hillborn had had slight improvements made to both the spinning

and weaving mills just prior to the fire.
Alfred du Pont seems to have had an interest in the rockland Manu-
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facturing Company5 several Hillborn letters are written in such a vein as
to give that impression.

On March 7, 1850,

Alfred du pont wrote a memo

randum recounting the details of the Hillborn occupancy and asking the
question if it would not be best to have a marshal's sale and try to
obtain the f15,000 the property was reputed to be worth,
en the weaving mill had been rebuilt, the Bockland property
consisted of two acres, one rod and five perches on the south side of the
Brandywine, on which were located an old grist mill, 51* by 44-g- feet, two
and one half stories high, tenements for three families, and a barn with
stable beneath it. On the north side of the Brandywine, there were 70
acres, one rod and 31 perches of land, on which were located a stone
spinning mill capable of holding 3*600 spindles, tne new stone weaving
mill, 102 by 50 feet, two stories high, several auxiliary buildings, and
tenements for twenty-seven families.

The water power consisted of the

command of the Brandywine, with an 6% feet f a l l , ^
U. S. Marshal's sales were announced in 1851 and 16*54 for the
rockland mills, seized as the real estate of the Bockland Manufacturing
Company.^**

The machinery, dry goods, and lease of the mill were seized

as the property of Cyrus Hillborn for a Sheriff's Sale in 1854•

"Two

years later a public sale was announced for the machinery—4,000 spindles,
66 power looms, e t c — a t the rockland mills; prospective buyers were to
"Apply to AU'BED DU' pont, at the Gunpowder Mills, on the Brandywine" for
information.
The next known occupants were Jessup and Moore who began to
manufacture paper at itockland in 1860.
J

At the present time Doeskin
Yl

Products Comoanv. manufacturers of naoer items, occuoies the site- '
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VII

T H E

K E N T M E R E

A N D

HDCKFOED MILLS

Joshua and Thomas Gilpin, paper manufacturers at Kentmere
on the Brandywine, had introduced the manufacture of wool into their
establishment about 1812.

The "Brandywine vwoolen mill" ceased opera-

1
tions in 1 6 1 4 .
Cotton was introduced in late lb21 and the freshet of February
21, 1822, seriously damaged the cotton mill as well as the paper establish
ment.

Joshua Gilpin described the damage to a friend, stating that "a

dreadful fresh in the river occasioned us a damage of at least •. IS,000
& totally stopped work for the present, it was the more hard upon us as
we had just got a Cotton mill at work, and the prospect of business had
just opened in such a manner that I myself began to think we should rep

trieve our affairs."
The Gilpins were in such poor financial condition in the 1620's
that resort was taken to various expediencies.

On February 28, 1825,

Joshua and Thomas Gilpin sold the Brandywine Paper mills, including all
building's, mills, mill dams, races, etc., for ^ 5 0 i ^

The purpose of such

a transaction is not clear, but it appears to have been a maneuver on
the part of the Gilpins to transfer their debt load.

They continued to

operate the mills at Kentmere, but further disaster beset them when a
fire in March of 1825 destroyed the original mill in which the manufacture
of paper had been begun.^
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Incorporation was sought to solve some of the financial clifficulties, but little is known of the 1S2S Brandywine manufacturing Company.
In lb28 Thomas Fisher sold his one half of the Brandywine taper Hill estate
to Henry B. Gilpin for y25.
The Brandywine Manufacturing Company was rechartered in 1829
by the state legislature as the Brandywine and Christiana Manufacturing
It was chartered with a capital not to exceed $500,000, in

Company.

shares of $5,000.

John B. Newman. John Hemphill. Nathan Bunker, Jacob

B. Clement and Thomas Fisher were authorized to carry on the manufacture
of "cotton, woollen, paper, flax, iron or any other material which they
may from time to time adopt or substitute."^

Supplementary and renewal

acts were passed in 1830, 1835* 1837* and 18u5.
Still another company was incorporated in 1836, using the
Gilpin property as a part of its capital assets.

The Brandywine Manu

facturing and Banking Company was chartered as a development and banking
concern and granted the privilege of "erecting dams, constructing races,
building mills and other houses," and of banking and insurance powers.
Manufacturing was expressly forbidden; "and the said company is hereby
expressly inhibited and denied the right and power of conducting or
carrying on the manufacturing business."

The property of the Brandywine

Paper Mill and of James Canby was to be entered as security for this
o
7

company.-

Among the Gilpin property listed were "One large cotton mill
building, built of stone, 80 feet long, ir5 broad, four stories high"
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and "One large cotton mill building, built of stone, four stories high,
hO feet by kS f e e t . "

10

f

The skein of activity at Kentmere from the 1830 s until I8a5
is tangled and confusing.

"The usual statement made about the business

is that from 1636 to 18 u5 John Newman and his associates manufactured
textile s in the m i l l s ,

n 1 1

John B. Newman purchased the Brandywine raper Mills on March 2,

1?
18U5* from Sheriff Jacob Caulk for f15,500.

In June of the same year

Newman and his wife sold the property at better than 100 per cent profit
to Henry Lawrence and James riddle for

000.1-3

Lawrence and Riddle engaged in the manufacture of cotton at
Kentmere, but Lawrence soon dropped out of the organization.

A five-

story weaving mill was erected in 18S0; eventually 12,000 spindles were
employed and an average of 68,ij00 yards of fancy ticking woven per week.
James iiiddle associated his son, Leander, and his son-in-law, William M.
1

Field, with him as Riddle, Son & C o . ^

It is possible that tfiddle was

the James riddle who reported to the McLane iifeport of 1632 the statistics
pertinent to a cotton spinning mill on Chester Creek, Delaware County,
Pennsylvania.^
James riddle died in 1672 and the business was managed by his
son until his early death.

William M. Field conducted the firm for a

time, then rented the property to C. J. Milne & Co.
was sold to Joseph Bancroft & Sons C o .

1 0

In 1695 the property
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rockford

Joseph Bancroft arrived in the United States in 162a, after
having served a seven-year apprenticeship in the cotton mill of his
uncle, Jacob Bright, in rochdale, England.

He joined his father,

John Bancroft, and brothers in a flannel mill which they had started
near the Market Street bridge, Wilmington.

John Bancroft had immi

grated to the United States in 1822 and had entered into partnership
with Hark Breaer and Alexander Birkin to manufacture flannels.

The

partnership was dissolved on June 18, 1821;, with John Bancroft con17
tinuing the business.
1'he Bancroft flannels made a good showing at an lb25 display
of manufactured items in Washington
Among the articles presented at the
]ate Exhibition of Bomestic manufactures,
in Washington City, we are informed that
some fine FLANNELS from the manufactory
of Mr. Bancroft, on the Brandywine, near
this Borough, received considerable praise.

From 1821i to 1827 Joseph Bancroft aided his father in this
manufacture.

His brother, John, had started a chandlering and soap

business with a man named Bainton in 1822.

They reported to the

McLane Report in 1832 that they produced an average of 100,000 pounds
1

of candles and lb0,000 pounds of soap per year. ^

Later the younger

John Bancroft moved his operation to Philadelphia,
About 1827 or 1828 the elder John Bancroft moved his woolen
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industry to Providence, Delaware County, Pennsylvania, leaving another
son, Samuel, in charge of the Brandywine flannel mill.

In 1632 John

Bancroft reported that a new factory was in process of erection and
that when finished, it would rep resent an investment of $ 1 8 0 , 0 0 0 ,
employ 120 men, women, and children, and process about 5*000 pounds
20
of American wool per week.

Samuel later gave up the Brandywine mill

and joined his father in Pennsylvania.
Joseph Bancroft worked in the Wallace Cotton Factory- at Hockland during 1827-1831 as plant superintendent.

During this period he

studied the American cotton textile industry as thoroughly as possible
and kept records on machinery, costs, and operating procedures, some of
which have survived.

In 15*31* with the financial support of Thomas

Janvier of New Castle—owner, with his brother John, of the "Union Line"
of steamboats between New Castle and Philadelphia, and the New Castle &
Frenchtown Turnpike—Joseph Bancroft purchased a mill site at rockford,
21
Delaware.

On inarch 2h, 1531* he bought 2b.35 acres and a one-fourth

water right from William W. Young and his wife, Julie, ior #7.000.

Jn

July 29, 1831* he bought 25.35 acres and a one-fourth water right from
John Torbert and his wife, Ellen, for $ 8 , 0 0 0 .

This was part of the old

Brandywine Kill Seats Company property which had been distributed in 1829
among the partners in that promotional enterprise.

On the property there

were a 2 J-story mill, a 2-story boilerhouse, stone dwelling house, stone
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barn, smaller dwelling house, and two cottages.
Job Harvey had once operated a grist mill on this property, and

then the site had been used as a machine making establishment.

1'he

Rockford M a n u f a c t u r i n g Company—Caleb Kirk, William W. Young, John
Torbert, E. I. du Pont, and Alfred du Pont—is said to have "conducted
a manufactory for a short time" t h e r e . ^
Joseph Bancroft set up his factory "Calculated to produce ISO,000
yards [ofj

cambric muslin" annually, and estimated that he would use 1|0,000

pounds of cotton, 200 gallons of oil, and 30 barrels of flour per year.

A

work force of 67. men, women, and children was engaged to operate the pre
paratory machinery, 1,760 spindles, and 30 power looms.

The markets for

his goods were Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore.^
Little is known of the Bancroft operation until the flood of
January, 1539.

The water rose 22 feet, 5 feet more than the great freshet

of 1522, and swept away the boilerhouse (the steam was used only to heat
the mill), destroyed the dam, and filled the race.

In the factory 60 looms

on the first floor were covered with water and ^1,300 worth of warps in
them destroyed; even the carding engines and drying machines on the second
25
floor were inundated. '
Thomas Janvier extended more credit to Joseph Bancroft who re
built on an enlarged scale.

A building about 70 feet long was constructed

on the site of the boilerhouse.

J. morton Poole occupied the second floor

as a machine shop while the ground floor was used by Bancroft to house the
boiler, some machinery, and a repair shop for the factory.
Bancroft continued to improve his machinery and about 18i;l intro
duced "some of the first self-acting mules and fly frames in America."
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Shortly afterwards he introduced ring spinning.
In 1814.7 J. Morton Poole moved into Wilmington in order to have
larger quarters and to be closer to water transportation.

He later was

to gain an international fame for his chilled rollers and the "Poole"
grinder.^

Upon his departure Bancroft expanded his operation into the

vacated space.
Joseph Bancroft had long attempted to learn more about cloth
finishing processes in order to enter that phase of the textile industry.
"In 185k he and his wife made a six-month trip to England to visit friends
and relatives.

On this trip he attempted to learn all he could of English

finishing processes, although the English manufacturers were not overly
hospitable nor willing to reveal their business secrets.

His objective

was the production of "Hollands," strong, durable, and attractive in
finish, which would increase his sales to the manufacturers of window
shades.
In 1857

the failure of a consignment house in New York almost

pulled Bancroft down with it.
of 1857

He, however, managed to survive the panic

and continued his search for the secret of finishing processes.

He visited cotton manufactories, bleacheries, and finishing works in
the eastern states.

Direct sales to the window shade makers were insti

tuted following the New York consignment house failure.
During 1859-1860 Bancroft installed some bleaching, starching,
and calendering machinery which had been built at Providence, Rhode Island.
A settling pond was constructed in i860 to provide clean water for bleaching,
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and two kiers were installed.

By 1862 the finishing process had been

worked out, and Bancroft was producing well-finished cloth which the
shade manufacturers, unable to be supplied from England because of the
war, bought in increasing quantities.
This increase in business allowed Joseph Bancroft to pay all
his debts in 1866 and balance his books.

He admitted his sons, William

and Samuel Jr., into a co-partnership as Joseph Bancroft & Sons and de
voted his remaining years to an attempt to "heal the breach between the
Orthodox and the Hicksite branches of the Society of Friends."

He died

in l87h* and his sons continued to expand the operations and improve the
products.

Incorporated in 1889 as Joseph Bancroft & Sons Company, the

neighboring Kentmere property was purchased from the heirs of James
Riddle in 1695 for $230,000.

About 1905 the half of the water-right of

the Brandywine which they had been leasing from E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. was purchased for $33,601.75* along with 13*70 acres of land and
water on the north side of the Brandywine.
Dyeing was added to the spinning, weaving, and finishing pro
cesses in the factory and, commencing in the 1880's, other textile manu29
facturers had Bancroft dye and finish their cloth.

The Bancroft Com

pany continued to expand, experiment, and improve its products and ser
vices until, in 1930, they were reported to be the "'largest single cotton,
dyeing and finishing works in the w o r l d . T h e y
remaining textile industry along the Brandywine.

are today the only
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VIII

THE BOrOUGH MILL AND WOODEN KEG MILL

Borough Mill

On June 17,

1827, the borough authorities of wilmington pur

chased for ^28,000 from John Cummins the old Joseph Shipley mill to be
converted into a power station for the borough waterworks.

This mill,

with a first right of water, was located on the west bank of the Brandy
wine, on the south side of the Market Street bridge.

A forcing pump,

powered by a covered overshot water wheel, was installed; pipe was laid,
and a water reservoir basin was constructed between Market and King and
Tenth and Eleventh Streets.

1

The portion of the mill not used for the water pumping equip
ment was leased to rodgers and B e e v e s for a cotton spinning establishment
2
in 1828.

The manufactory was operated during the daylight hours and

water pumped for the borough at night; "the water power is owned by the
city, and the water is pumped at night, for the use of the city, by a
pump attached to the mill."^

As' far as is known, £ ~ ' ? J Hodgers (or

.Rogers) and William rteeves were machine makers by trade.

They soon

failed as cotton spinning operators; owing to the depressed state of the
business, "they became embarrassed, and their effects were sold by the
sheriff to pay their debts, but fell short more than fifty per cent."^"
Thomas Garrett, merchant and iron manufacturer, and Jacob
Pusey, cotton manufacturer on Bed Clay Creek, took over the cotton

8U

establishment in 1831 and named it the "Wilmington Cotton Factory."
William Reeves carried on a. machine manufactory in a portion of the
mill.

Garrett and Pusey manufactured annually 128,000 pounds of cotton

yarn, Numbers 6-30,
children.

employing- nine men, twelve women, and thirty-one

Host of x-heir yarn was sold in Philadelphia at four to six

months credit.

The location on tidewater facilitated the transporta

tion of raw materials and the finished product.

In answer to certain

questions for the industrial survey of 1832, they made jesting replies
for the benefit of their old friend, Louis McLane.

If forced out of

business, they "could perhaps get appointed Secretary of the Treasury:
That would do very well" or "I should expect to save more money if I
was appointed ambassador to some foreign port, and got the usual fee."^
Garrett and Pusey announced their machinery and the lease of
the borough mill for sale in 1836 and 1837.

FOR SALE
The machinery of the W i l m i n g t o n Cotton Factory,
with the lease of the mill and water power, which will
expire 16th day of 10th month lSljO. This factory is
decidedly the best located in the State, being on the
Brandywine within the city limits, on the tide water,
with a thick population around it, so as to insure a
supply of small hands at all times, and i s now in
successful operation, with lii carding engines, a
speeder, 1636 spindles, with all the necessary
machinery for spinning; the yarns from this Factory
are known as those of Garrett & Pusey, and considered
equal to any in the market.
0

it is not known if the manufacture of cotton yarn was continued at this
site after Garrett and Pusey ceased operations.
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The wooden Keg Mill

A mill, said to have been used for cotton manufacture and about
which little is known, was located on the east side of the Brandywine
opposite the Henry Clay Hill.

It was begun as the property of Bauduy,

Garesche, & Co. for a woolen mill.

The untimely death of Ferdinand

Bauduy apparently stopped construction on the mill and race. An 1615
description of the area speaks of "the foundation of a. large woollen
manufactory erected by a father for his amiable and agreeable son."7
The mill site was advertised for a sheriff's sale in 1822:

The following described M i l oeat or Tract
of Land, situate in Brandywine Hundred and county
of New Castle, on the north west side of Brandywine
Creek, within 3 miles of the Borough of Vvilmington,
adjoining lands of Samuel Love, Joseph B. Sims, and
others. It is extremely well calculated for a Cotton
or Woollen Factory. The head of water is 12 feet,
and has a. power sufficient for 700 spindles. It may
be so divided as to drive two or three mills. The
dam is already built and is for the mutual benefit
of this property and the Cotton Factory of Duplanty,
licCall & Co. on the opposite side of the stream.
A considerable part of the Hace is dug and walled.
There are thirty five acres of land on which two
Dwelling Houses have been erected; which said M i l
Seat or tract of land, with the improvements and
appurtenances thereunto belonging, being seized and
taken in execution as the property of Peter Bauduy.
p

About 1838-181|0 Alfred du Pont erected the Wooden Keg M i l on
the approximate site.
on is not known.

How long the manufacture of wooden kegs was carried

It has been asserted that the mill was used for that

purpose until December 26, 1663, when it burned.^

There is evidence,
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however, that it was being rented as a woolen mill prior to that date.
Hugh Carlen & Brother wrote the powder company on June 2Ij, 1879* from
the "Keg

ills,

u

stating that they would like to buy "out of walkers

Mill ... 1 set of the woollen card & the two mules with all that belong
to same" to augment their machinery.

The Carlens also wished to buy

weaving equipment which was in the Keg Mill; "the looms in Keg Mill out
side of the sixteen running are no use to us as they are & you would not
like to have them altered for us

it leave us no alternative but to buy

fe
them.

11

It has been asserted that there was a cotton mill in close
proximity to the Keg Mill,

but the lack of evidence at this time pre

cludes any definite statements concerning the structure or structures
and the type of textile manufactured.
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IX

P O W E R FG8 THE brandywine COTTON

mILLS

The sources of power used in the manufacture of cotton along
the Brandywine were animal, human, water, and steam.

Jacob Broom used

horses to power his cotton establishment when it was located in the Old
Academy.

Human strength was utilized for much of the early spinning on

mules and weaving on hand looms.

The fact that powered spinning and

weaving equipment was devised in England during the eighteenth century
did not exclude the use of hand techniques on the Brandywine in the
early nineteenth century.

There was a considerable lag of time in their

adoption by American textile manufacturers.
Water power was utilized through the use of water wheels—under
shot, breast, and overshot.

The earliest known successful installation

of a turbine was at the Rockland Mills of William tf. Young in 18ii2. Two
years later turbines were at work in Breck's Mill and Walker's mill.

Tur

bines were utilized for textile production along the Brandywine well into
the twentieth century.
The introduction of steam-driven cotton factories takes us from
the banks of the Brandywine, but these mills were part of the area's indus
trial development.
The Arlington Cotton Hills were started in 1832 by Daniel Laiamot,
Jr.

The location was on Vandever Avenue east of Market Street, and the

power source must have been steam.^

A new building was constructed in 1855*
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containing a 200-horsepower engine which drove 8,000 spindles, 200 looms,
2
and the equipment of the dye house and finishing department.

By the

1680's lb,000 spindles and U63 looms were used, giving employment to
about bOO persons in the production of about "five million yards of
colored cotton cloths, mostly ginghams, dress and staple."-^
Samuel N. Pusey, son of Jacob Pusey, in 18h7 started a. cotton
mill at the southeast corner of Front and Tatnall afreets, equipped with
By 1857 the property con

a [[O-horsepower engine which drove i|8 looms.

sisted of a four-story building and several smaller buildings, a 50-horsepower engine, 2,000 spindles, and 100 looms.^
The Franklin manufacturing Company was incorporated in

lbU9

with

a capitalization not to exceed 300,000, in shares of ;,b0 each, for the
s:

"purpose of carrying on the manufacture of cotton, woollen, or any other
material which they may from time to time adopt or substitute,"
mentary acts were passed in 1852 and 1835.^

Supple

By 1857 the plant at Ninth

and 'Walnut Streets consisted of a four-story structure, 120 by 50 feet;
two steam engines, i|0 and 80 horsepower respectively, powered 5*b88
spindles, 155 looms, and finishing, dyeing, and repairing facilities.
Shortly thereafter the factory was forced to close, but in the summer of
1858 it was announced that operations would soon resume.

By October, 1858,

hO looms were back in operation, and a newspaper report stated that "v/e
have a sample of the article, now being made, part cotton and part wool,
which appears to be of very durable character."™

By 1850 a 150-horse-

power engine was utilized to drive 7*000 spindles and other machinery;
cloth manufacture had been stopped, and warps, skein yarn, and double
r O V i n P " hosi^rnr v a w i wor>o n w ^ n n o ^ 8
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In 1854 J. Pusey and Sons started the manufacture of cotton
wadding and rope at Thirteenth and Popular Streets,

A steam engine of

12-horsepower was used to drive eight carding machines ana other equip
ment.

The f inn later became the Lea Pusey Company, the ancestor of the

Diamond Ice and Coal Company,^
Steam power was edgeing out water power in the State of Delaware
by 1870,

In that year 50.51-1 per cent of the horsepower produced was by

steam, 4 9 . 4 6 by water power.

Ten years later steam accounted for 68.98

per cent, water 31.02; an interesting contrast in the volume of power
each produced is apparent when. 232 water wheels produced 4,785 horse
power, 2b4 engines 10,6a3 horsepox^er."'"^
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X

AUXILIARy

INDUSTRIES

Industries auxiliary to cotton manufacture were printing,
bleaching, and machine making.

Only the last named industry seems to

have gained a firm foothold along the Brandywine,

Calico Printing

Cotton printing was established in America long before great
quantities of cotton textiles were produced.

By 1712 George Leason and

Thomas Webber had a "Callendar Mill and Dye-House" on Cambridge Street,
Boston, " i here all Gentlemen .Merchants and others may have all sorts of
Linnens, Calicoes, Stuffs or Silks Callendar'd; Prints all sorts of
Linnens Dyes and Scowers all sorts of Silks, and other thing, and makes
Buckrames, and all on very reasonable Terms••^
The block method was the older method of cloth printing.

Blocks

of wood, usually sycamore, about ten inches long by five wide, were used;
the patterns were cut in relief on the surface.

The block was held by a

handle on its back, and the surface x^as applied to a woolen cloth saturated
with the color to be printed.

An iron mallet was used to strike the handle

when the block was applied to the cloth.
separate blocks.

Multi-colored patterns required

Copper plates affixed to the surface of the block xtfere

used when more delicate patterns were required.

(See illustration

17,)

Illustration 17

Calico Printing by Hand

from Isaac Taylor,
Scenes of Wealth;...
(Hartford, 1826), illustration
No. 57.
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Cylinder printing was invented, in Scotland about 1770.

A polished

copper cylinder, as long as the width of the cloth to be printed and
three or four inches in diameter, was engraved with the pattern to be
printed,

Multi-colored patterns required individual cylinders.

illustration

(See

18,)

Philadelphia became a printing center with such outstanding
printers as John Walters, Thomas Bedwell, Thomas Hunter, Robert Taylor,
and John Hewson.
The printing of callicoes, cottons, and linens,
may be expected to Increase, in proportion as we
extend the manufacture of those articles: and the
muslins and white calicoes imported from India,
will likewise give employment to our calico printers.
Mr. John Hewson and mr. Robert Taylor, both in the
neighbourhood of this city, are masterly workmen
in this branch: the former obtained a premium from
the manufacturing society, for the best specimens
of printed goods.^

Along the Brandywine Archibald Hamilton Rowan, an Irish
political exile, established a calico printing shop in or near Rockbourn during March, 1797.

After two years itowan advertised his plant

for sale, candidly announcing that "'Any person inclining to sacrifice
his property by carrying on this manufactory in America, may have the
whole for one half the sum they cost, & immediate possession of the
premises, of Archibald Hamilton Rowan at the factory.'"^
The French traveler, LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt, visited a
printing establishment

on the Brandywine in 1797

and wrote that

Illustration 18

Calico Printing by Machinery

from Baines, History of the
Cotton Manufacture, 267.
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Another miller, who is likewise a quaker,
and who had as large a mill as Mr. Tatnall, has
established, about a year since, a manufactory
for printing linens; the tubs, presses, &c. of
which are worked by the machinery of a mill.
This manufactory, though so lately established,
employs from twelve to fifteen hands at the
laths, besides about a dozen young girls, who
work at home to fill up those parts of the
pattern with a brush which have escaped in the
printing, or which cannot otherwise be finished.
Almost all the workmen are English or Irish;
their wages are a dollar a day, without any
provision. The work appears to be well done:
almost all the linens which they print are
brought from India, and are resold to the
mere riant s of Philadelphia. °

The name of this printer is not known, but it might be that he was
successor to Rowan.
William and Thomas Jordan were calico printers about which
little is known.

They went out of business in 1798, and writs of
,;

attachment were issued on the goods and chattels, rights and credits,
11

of William & Thomas Jordan, late of Christiana hundred, cotton stampers. '
They were located in the old barley mil], later called

rockbourn

Joseph

Bringhurst afterward used the site for a cotton spinning mill, and John
8
Bchofield later made spindles there.
The printing of cotton by rollers was introduced into the United
States in 1610 near Germantown, Pennsylvania, by Thorp, siddall & Co.
These were the same Thorp and siddall brothers who later established the
cotton mill on the Brandywine at simsville. ^Joseph?/ Siddall bought the
machinery and engraved rollers in England in 1809, and in October of the
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following year the first calico finished by this method in America was
o
put on the market in Philadelphia,

soon afterward it was asserted by

Tench Coxe that "Ten thousand yards have been printed with ease in a
single day, by one man and two boys, with these rollers .""^

The manu

facture of engraved rollers for calico printing was introduced into the
United States by Matthias Baldwin—of later locomotive fame—and David
H. Mason, who in 1825 formed a partnership for that purpose in Philadel
phia.

Thomas Hunter is said to have used the first Baldwin-Mason roller

in 1 8 3 2 .

11

william

Young investigated the possibility of installing

calico printing machinery at Rockland, but it is not known that he put
12
in any equipment.

Following the Civil war, Joseph Bancroft and Sons

installed dyeing equipment.

As an auxiliary industry along the Brandy

wine, however, calico printing never attained importance.
Chemical Bleaching

Chemical bleaching never acquired the status of an auxiliary
industry along the brandywine.

Lawn bleaching was a process in most if

not all of the cotton spinning mills and in those textile factories which
finished their own cloth.

As a. textile adjunct to the Philadelphia area,

the Brandywine was too close to the bleacheries of that city for such
industries to be independently established.in this region.
Tench Coxe, ardent advocate of American manufactures, felt that
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even the sun in the United States was a positive factor working toward
America's emolument, and he declared in 1767 that

Besides the difference in the
qualities of American and European
linens, arising from the mode of
blea ching, there is a very considerable
saving of expense from the same cause.
So much and so powerful a sunshine saves
a great loss of time and expense of
bleaching stuffs and preparations, and
this will be sensibly felt in our
manufactures of linen and cotton.

Chemical bleaching was introduced into the United States about
1600, and the Berthollet method may first have been introduced along the
Brandywine by Duplanty, McCall & Co. in 1816.

Machine Making

Wilmington early became something of a machine making center
because of the large number of mills in the area,

E, I. du Pont, in

writing to his father, commented on the manufacture of textile machinery:

You are mistaken, my dear Papa, about
the condition of manufacturing here; we
would have no difficulty in having any
machine perfectly well made if we had good
drawings or a correct model. Our American
workmen everywhere are making very good
machines for carding and spinning, complicated
cotton machinery, &c, A Wilmington clock
maker who has become interested in constructing
machinery has just perfected one for spinning
cotton.
The fame of Wilmington, Delaware, as a machinery manufacturing center was

9k

widely diffused by 1812.

General Thomas Pinckney, of South Carolina, was

contemplating setting up mills for the manufacture of cotton and wool and
wrote John Vaughan that

The carding & spinning are I find
the most tedious & difficult opperations,
but they might be considerably abridged
and facilitated by carding Machines &
Spinning Mules or jennies, which I am
informed are now constructed at Wilmington
Dela. on a cheap and simple plan, worked
by manual labor & so well adapted to the
small manufactories necessary for domestic
purposes that they have been considerably
diffused over the State of Virginia & are
there in high estimation. Will you there
fore do me the favor to make enquiries on
this subject—and if you find that the
intelligence I have received be correct
send me one of each of these machines.16

Vaughan noted that he had "never seen Hn mach. for spg. wool, but thinks
from the description given him that it is a kind of a Billy or Jack on
a sma.ll scale.

B

The H h

B

probably was a reference to George Hodgson,

Brandywine machine maker.
By 1815 there were five shops making cotton and woolen machinery
in Wilmington and on the Brandywine, and four within a few miles of the
, 18
borough.
George liodgson, in partnership with his brothers, was a supplier
of machinery to mills along the Brandywine for many years.

He served as a

third lieutenant in the Brandywine xiangers in lblli and, when the Brandywine
Manufacturer's Sunday be: ool was incorporated, was one of the trustees.
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E. I. du Pont wrote of him that he was "an able advisor and an amiable
man. "-^
George Hodgson & Brothers were established at Hockford during
the war of 1812.

In 1613 they acquired a mill seat from Job Harvey which

was valued at ^100, but the location is not known.

They—George, Thomas,

and Isaac Hodgson—entered into partnership with the Thorps and the
20
Siddalls to form John Siddall & Co. which leased Walker's Mill.

The

Hodgsons ran a machine shop in the upper end of the Simsville Mill
while cotton was spun by the Thorps and Siddalls in the lower end.
Apparently the Hodgsons also spun cotton, for a sheriff's sale dis
posed of various spinning equipment belonging to them in 1817.

Short

ly thereafter they dropped out of the partnership with the Thorps and
21
Siddalls.
Charles Willson Peale apprenticed his sonf Franklin and Titian,
to Hodgson "amongst the bustle of great works of manufacture on the Brandywine" and he characterized Hodgson as the best machine maker in America.
The Hodgsons were running a foundry called the "Brandywine Foundry'
where they employed fourteen "blacksmiths to operate seventeen turning
lathes powered by water."^^
plant.

It is assumed that this was the hockford

They supplied machinery to Duplanty, McCall & Co., Charles Willson

Peale for his cotton mill at Belfield in Philadelphia, Charles I. du Pont
& Co., and E. I. du Pont de Nemours & C o . ^
The Hodgson brothers were out of rockford by the summer of 1818
because Joseph Sykes <k Co. was operating woolen machinery there by the
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first of July. ^

For a time Hodgson was in partnership with a Rodgers,

as the Brandywine Mill Seats Company map of 1822 / ~ ? _ 7

shows them located

on P a n c a k e Run, just above Rokeby. George Hodgson died on March 7, I8ii9j
but apparently the machine works were carried on under his name until at
least

185I-U

26

Other machine-making firms supplying local mills were Chalfant
& Dixon, Alrichs & Dixon, Jacob Alrichs, rodgers & i-ieeves, Wood & Reeves,
McClary & Bush, volley & Siddall, and J. Morton Poole.
/~?_7

Chalfant and John Dixon were located on Shipley near

Sixth Street in lbOU, working as blacksmiths and machinists.^
, Ih lb08 Jacob Alrichs and [joYsi/ Dixon established themselves
as machine makers.

They were among several machine firms which equipped

the cotton mill of Duplanty, McCall & Co.

Jacob Alrichs & Co. succeeded

Alrichs and Dixon at some time prior to 1826.

In that year the firm

offered a lot of used cotton and woolen machinery for sale.

Thefirm

name had been changed to Jacob Alrichs & £ons by 1832 when it reported
to the m c L a n e ..teport that steam power was used to produce about ^10,000
worth of cotton machinery and $2,000 worth of woolen machinery.

It con

verted about ten tons of the best American iron and one ton of common
English iron into machinery which it sold "In the neighborhood of one
2b
hundred sixty miles around."
After the failure of Rodgers and reeves as cotton spinners in
the Borough Mill, William Reeves operated, a machine shop on the lower
floor of that mill.

Joseph Wood entered into partnership with him and
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they did 'business as Wood and Reeves,

several indentures made by them

to instruct apprentices "in the Trade or Mystery of - .a chine Making" have
been preserved, but one of them, although signed by Wood & Reeves, is made
out to "Rodgers, and neeves, of New Castle County,...Machine Makers.

1

By

nay lh, 1633> wood and Reeves had dissolved their co-partnership; Wood
was to retain the premises and $1 while iteeves was to take their three
29
current apprentices with him in his move into the shop of woolley & Co.
7

In 1628 the "seat of Rogers and Reeves Manufactory" was near
Rockford.

The "Washington Grays" celebrated the uth of July that year

by parading in Wilmington at li A.M., firing their guns, and later in the
morning, marching to Rockford where they celebrated still more near the
machine making establishment.

Rogers and Beeves were probably renting

the Rockford property from the Brandywine Mill Beats Company.
One word upon the subject of it &
Reeves accts I think them monstrous, they
must know tnemselves that they were so arid
therefore never called upon the treasurer
but once; they had not the face to make the
second demand knowing as they did that the
whole amount which they ever paid to the
treasurer for the whole time they occupied
the premises, a period of more than four
years was but a miserable three hundred
dollars and no more and seventy five doll.
p
command-^
5

r

W

McClary and Bush had established themselves in Wilmington, A
company consisting: of two persons," in September, 1828, in the manufacture
of cotton and woolen machinery, steam engines, and railroad cars.

They

declared in 1832 that if forced to give up their business due to changes
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in the tariff laws they would use their capital "Probably in learning
the art of living as a. Southern nabob. "-^
The firm of William Woolley & Co. was formed in 1833 by William
Woolley and James Siddall for the manufacture of machine tools.-^

Nothing

more has been learned of this enterprise.
J. Morton Poole, who had started his machine shop in Joseph
Bancroft's cotton factory in 1639, moved into Wilmington, "at the foot
of O r a n g e , " in 18IT7.

He made textile machinery for Bancroft and other

manufacturers along the Brandywine.

His "chilled rolls'* were instrumental

in making Bancroft's calendering process a success following the Civil War.
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XI

COTTON MILLS ON NEIGHBORING STREAMS

Cotton Mills in New Castle County were located on streams other
than the Brandywine.

Sed Clay, white Clay, Bike, and Mill Creeks were all

utilized for the production of cotton.

In lftli? there were two cotton mills

on lied Clay, one on white uiay, and two at ox,anton."'"

Red Clay Creek

Jacob Pusey started a cotton spinning mill at Auburn, now Yorklyn,
on Bed Clay Creek in lb lit.

He employed about U5 persons to operate l,22l|

spindles and other necessary machinery.

The mill was not in operation in

lb20, due to the depressed state of the business.

Rusey, in partnership

with Thomas Garrett ran a second cotton spinning establishment in the Bor
ough Mill during the 1830 s.
f

By 1B32 the Auburn mill was running; 1;3 per

sons operated 1,R00 spindles, producing 70,000-100,000 pounds of yarn
2
annually.

It is not known when Pusey gave up the Red Clay mill, in

lQ5k> with some of his sons, he started the manufacture of cotton wadding
and rope at Thirteenth and Poplar Streets under the firm name of J. Pusey
and Sons.

Eventually hosiery and hosiery yarns were the chief manufactures.

By the IBuO's 1,R00 mule spindles and 100 looms were operated.3

Jacob

Pusey's sons contributed much to the industrial history of ..ILmin; ton:
Samuel was a partner in Betts & Pusey, which eventually became Harlan &
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Ilollingsworth; Lea was a partner in Pusey & Jones; and Joshua Pusey was
the inventor of book matches.
Other cotton mills on Bed Clay Creek were the "Auburn" and
"Endeavor" mills.

The "Auburn" mill contained 1,300

"Endeavor" 1,400 in the 1820's.

spindles, and

They were operated by Thomas Lea,

the Mendinhalls, Thomas Garrett and David Smith, and Cyrus Hilborn
before they were acquired by the Kiamensi woolen Company in 1 8 6 4 . ^

The

dison" woolen factory on lied Clay may have been partially converted
to cotton in 16V2.
Joseph Marshall was operating a "Cotton Manufactory" at Stanton
in 1615.

In the 1830's James Mitchell and Edward Quinn were engaged in

the same business at Stanton, and in I843 the Stanton Manufacturing Com
pany was chartered to manufacture "cotton, woollen, flax, iron, or any
other material which they may from time to time adopt or substitute.

1,0

White Clay Creek

On Whiie Clay Creek, the largest cotton factory was the "hoseville Cotton Works."

Hart & Haines reported to the 1820 census taker that

they operated 2,000 spindles and 23 hand looms, employing upwards of 150
persons.

They reported that the "Mill seat, Land, Dwelling Houses Cotton

Mill (63 feet by 43 feet, 7 stories high) the whole with Machinery Cost
One Hundred thousand Dollars."

The Roseville Cotton Works produced yarn,
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muslins, plaids, stripes, and bed ticking; the yarn was shipped to
1

Baltimore, where "one of the Concern" had "60 Looms" in operation.
By 1827 Harry Connelly was in possession of the RoSeville mill, and
by 1832 he was operating 3,8^0 spindles there.

Connelly supplied

meager information for the McLane Report about his own and nearby
cotton operations and ended his letter by writing, "I think this is
as much as any committee ought to have; it is, at any rate, quite as
much as I am willing to cive."'
By I8I4O loseville was the property of Thomas Cooch.

It was

to be included in a firm called the roseville Manufacturing Company.
The property consisted of the stone cotton factory, four stories high,
100 by RO feet, and a. stone building, three stories high, 30 by 20
feet, used for drying and warping, in addition to a gristmill, a saw
mill, store house, 30 dwellings, 200
fall of water.

acres of land, and 12 feet 6 inch

The Roseville factory burned about 1868 and was never

rebuilt.®

Pike Creek

Jesse Trump had a. cotton mill on Pike Creek prior to I822i.
The M c L a n e iteport of 1832 mentions a "Pike Creek factory" which con-

9
tained 1,200 spindles that may have been the Trump mill.
A woolen mill was established at Newport in 1609, to which
was added 2I48 spindles for cotton spinning in 1810.
Appendix C contains two lists of mills that were located on
the Brandywine and nearby streams during the 1620's and I830 s.
,
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XII

A SUMMARY OF THE COTTON INDUSTRY IN DELAWARE

The growth of the cotton industry in New Castle County—which
in this instance is synorrymous with the State of Delaware—can be traced
briefly through the census reports, newspaper articles, and other sources.
In 1791j when Samuel Slater was spinning cotton at pawtucket,
.anode Island, and Alexander Hamilton was gathering the information for
his famous "import on the oubject of manufactures,
mills in Delax^are.

11

there were no cotton

Four years later, Jacob Broom was operating the only

mill in the state.
By 1810, there were three cotton mills in New Castle County,
two of which we know were on the Brandywine,^"

The War of 1812 brought

about an increase of mills until there were 13 establishments with 19,000
spindles within nine miles of Wilmington, and 27 establishments with 2b,000
spindles within 20 miles of Wilmington,

In an 1817 petition to the Bank

of the United States requesting that "an office of discount and deposit"
be established in Delaware, the statement was made that there were 27
cotton manufactories within ten miles of Wilmington,^
1820

According to the

Census, there were only four operating mills, and one idle mill

which was about to be reactivated, in Delaware- Three years later there
were five establishments making "Cotton twist yarns, checks, plaids,
muslins, & c ,

a

in New Castle County, ^

Ten mills were reported in 1831, and in 1832 Joshua Gilpin
tt

wrote to Louis McLane that At present there are in the State about
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fifteen establishments, some of them mixed with wool.
There were 11 mills in 18JT0 and 12 in 1850,
a reduction to 11 establishments again.^

113

while i860 found

The number of spindles held

steady from about 1815 to the lSUO's, totaling slightly over 20,000.
By i860 this number had risen to 38,97^4, and the number of looms rose
from 235

in 1831 to 986

in i860.

For a statistical chart of the growth of the cotton industry
in Delaware compared to that of the united states, see Appendix D.
The high point of the Brandywine cotton industry, measured
solely by the number of mills, was reached just after the War of Id12.
Immediately following the end of hostilities, the English textile manu
facturers instituted a calculated policy of flooding the American market
with textiles.

The "auction" method, with long credits, was utilized

in an attempt to destroy the incipient American textile industry and to
regain their lost markets.
Henry Brougham (1778-1868), later lord chancellor of England,
characterized the British attitude by his statement in Parliament that

It is worth while to incur a loss
upon the first exportation in order, by
a glut, to stifle in the cradle chose
rising manufactures in the United States
which the war had forced into existence
contrary to the natural course of things.^

The British policy almost succeeded.

Until approximately 1820

the more poorly organized and capitalized American cotton mills were driven
to the wall; this, however, was not a universal result of the British dumping

-1-ULJ.

action.

The large, heavily capitalized and shrewdly organized mills

of the Lowell pattern rode out the storm, expanded their operations,
and improved their technical processes at the same time that new
establishments were being formed in New England.

It was the small

mill, or limited capacity, the marginal producer with little ready
cash that was forced to stop operations.

Tariff

The tariff policy of the United States in regard to cotton
was formalized slowly and then only was precipitated by the British
action of 1815«

As early as July 4 , 1 7 8 9 , a duty of 30 per pound had

been placed on imported cotton, but it was not until June S, 1 7 9 h j that
it was enacted that a 5 per cent ad valorem duty should be placed on
o

cotton cloth, "being printed, stained, or coloured."

Three years later

a 2-J- per cent ad valorem duty was placed on cotton goods "not printed,
stained or coloured."^
Even before the British dumping action, protectionist groups
and Friends of National Industry were organized and individual manu
facturers were corresponding on the subject.

E. I. du Pont wrote to

Robert mcKim that
our mutual friend Wm. Young has
communicated to me the draft of a bill
which you had the goodness to send us
relating to the non-importation of woollen
& cotton goods, if this bill were passed
into Law it would not only insure the
independence of this country, but moreover
become the source of immense wealth for
the nation. ...

Should the present war in its final
result produce no other good but to secure
the establishment of home manufactures,
so that we could manufacture our own
produce for our own use, it would
repay the nation tenfold for every
expense or loss the war may create. ...
let us then reap the full
advantage that this war may produce,
let us secure forever the establishment
of american manufactories.^

In February and March of 1815 the "manufacturers of New Castle
County and its vicinity" organized themselves into a body, appointed
officers and committees, and prepared to petition Congress.

Their "Peti

tion of the Citizens of the Uniteo. States engaged in manufactories on
the Brandywine, and in its vicinity in behalf of themselves and others
interested in similar establishments" asked that duties be increased in
order to protect their industries.

Circulars were printed, and in 1816

the manufacturers Association sent an agent to Washington as a lobbyist."'""'"
The farmers in the area petitioned Congress "to grant such protection
as shall enable the manufactories to continue their works & thus give
employment to the helpless & indigent & furnish us with a home market
„
.
12
for our proauce."
It

Secretary of Treasury Alexander J. Dallas submitted to Congress
on February 12, 18lb, a report advocating the protection of domestic manu
factures, divided into three parts.

These were 1) those firmly established

and which supply the domestic consumption, 2) those only partly established,
which do not supply the domestic consumption, but could, and 3) those which
were only slightly established, and for which foreign importation was necessary.
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He placed "Cotton goods of the courser kinds" in the second class and
"Cotton manufactures of the finer.kinds; muslins, nankeens, chintzes,
stained and printed cottons of all descriptions" in the third c l a s s . ^
Dallas recommended a 33 1/3 per cent ad valorem duty with a minimum
valuation of 250 per square yard, but the tariff of April 2?, Idlb,
provided for only 25 per cent for three years with a mimimum valuation
of 250 on cotton cloth, and minimum valuations of 600 and 750 per pound
respectively on uncolored, unbleached yarn, and on colored, bleached
yarn.-^'ihe 25 per cent duty was extended to 1626 by the act of April 20,
1815,

and was further extended by acts in l82li and 1832.

yarn were continued by these a c t s . ^

The rates on

In l8i|2 and I6I46 the ad valorem rate

was raised to 30 per cent, and during the Civil S a y the system of duty
imposition on cotton cloth wa.s changed to one based on the count, or
number of threads per inch in the material.

The rate fluctuated widely

between the acts of 1861, 1862, I86I4, and 1865.
The effects on the American cotton industry of the tariff act
of 1816 and those which followed it have been argued: the protectionists
claimed that the tariff of 1816 saved the industry, others, that the
introduction of technical improvements, an expanding market, and entre
preneurial ability brought about the survival of the cotton manufacture.
The 1816 act did not save the many mills which failed prior to 1820.

The

fall in number of New Castle County mills from the high of 1615 to only k
in 1820 shows that the duty was not enough to save the small, marginal mills.
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In the large centers—such as Pawtucket, Paterson, Lowell, and Philadel
phia—the cotton industry was, however, expanding rapidly.
Along the Brandywine it shrunk drastically.

For those who

advocated high tariffs, the rates were never high enough; Alfred du Pont
wrote on March 2ij., I81j8, after Walker's Mill had been destroyed by fire,
that
the difficulty will be to find
tenants who will fill the mill with
machinery, when rebuilt & pay us ^2200.
This will be pretty hard under a tariff
like the present.

The tariff at that time provided for 30 per cent ad valorem on cotton
cloth per square yard, 25 per cent on uncolored yarn, minimum valuation
of 60$ per pound, and 23 per cent on colored yarn, minimum valuation of
„ r

750.

18
The large mills of Mew England had by this time excluded cheap

English cotton cloth from the American market.

What the Brandywine needed

was protection from New England.

Brandywine Compared to i-lanayunk

The Brandywine cotton industry could not be compared to such
centers as Pawtucket, Lowell, Saco, Fall River, Paterson, and Philadelphia.
But M a n a y u n k , on the Schuylkill River, possessed a water power somewhat
similar to the Brandywine.

The site was created when the Schuylkill was

dammed at Flat rock and a canal constructed around the dam by the Schuylkill
Navigation Company in 1819.
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mill sites between the canal and river were leased or sold;
the water was measured by the inch, which was • 'as much as will pass
through an aperture one inch square under a head pressure of three
square feet measured from the surface of the water to the center of
the aperture.
was |6.

,w

Originally

was charged per inch; by 1825 the charge

It was computed that 100 square inches would produce enough
19

power to grind 10 bushels of wheat per hour.

7

With a head of 3 feet and a fall of 17 feet, this water power
situation, in the words of Caleb Kirk, "agrees with the Brandywine mills."
The Flat Rock Canal was much shorter than the effective length of the
lower Brandywine.

The head and fall of water along the Brandywine was

not consistent; it was 12 feet below Hagley Dam, l\ at Breck's and ..alker'
mills, 22 feet at rockford, and 20 at Brandywine M i l s .

At Manayunk a

mill power of 100 inches cost $>5,000, later increased to $10,000.

Caleb

Kirk felt that a water right for one half the water of the Brandywine
o n

should bring $1,000 per foot of head.

w

By 1828 10 mills were in operation or under construction at
Manayunk, manufacturing flour, cotton and woolen goods, paper, drugs,
and grinding and polishing saws.

In 1831+ there were 8 cotton mills,

with 29,176 spindles and 22l|. looms, 2 woolen mills, 1 dyeing: establish
ment, 1 iron-works, 1 saw-finishing mill, 1 paper mill, and two flour
mills.

The cotton mills at M a n a y u n k in 183k were fewer in number b y

3 than the mills in New Castle County in

I6I4O

but ran 5*000 more spindles.
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Manayunk loomed large in the thinking of mill owners and promoters
along the Brandywine.
their own property.

It was used by them as a measuring device to evaluate
In 1813 John Warner, E. I. du Pont, John Torbert, Caleb

Kirk, and Captain James Jeffries had organized a development company wiiich
they called the Brandywine Mill Seats Company,

'ihey purchased mill seats

from Job Harvey and Caleb Kirk for 157,000; these seats were at Hockford
and at the site of the later du Pont Lower Powder Yards.

In 1828 E. I.

du Pont used the r anayunk rates for a mill power to figure the value of
the Mill Seats Company's property.

He computed that the 31 feet of fall

of the entire Brandywine should drive 19 16/22 mills which would sell for
'9b,;?00, "to which is to be added the advantages of our laws of incorporation which can not be obtained in Pennsylvania."
Caleb Kirk, on January 31,

J

182b, wrote to

I. du Pont that a

Philadelphia group was interested in the Brandywine "to establish a Lowel
concern, which I expect thee has read of."

Kirk communicated that he

would proceed with despatch but caution, and added that

I think I shall be able to convince
them from correct data that one half of
our power is enough, fully competent for
to Occupy $00-000 dollars in the necessary
buildings, machinery and Capital without
they mean to extend it in future—then of
course it would be advisable to secure the
whole power. -

Unfortunately the plan for a "Lowel concern" was not carried
further, and the property of the Brandywine Hill Seats Company was divided
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in 1829 among the members active at that time, E. I. du Pont, John Torbert,
William Young, and Philip Price.
The Brandywine manufacturing and Banking Co. in 1836 was des
cribed in a newspaper article which discussed manufacturing centers in
Hew England and the Eld-Atlantic States; comparing it with Manayunk the
article stated that

Near to Philadelphia, on the
Schuylkill river a similar water fall
at Manayunk has within 15 years con
centrated business and Industry and
enriched the whole district around
i t — a t present the population is
estimated at U to 5000 persons with
continual annual increase and as
great promise as any in the country.^

The mills at Manayunk were concentrated in a short distance
on an artificial waterway; their power was about equal to that of the
flour mill complex on the Brandywine at the Market Street bridge.

As

regards cotton manufacture, they probably produced more cotton stuffs
in the 1630's than did the mills on the Brandywine, but tnere all com
parison ends.

The Brandywine, in number of mill seats, fall of water,

and diversity and volume of industries, provided for a more diversified
center of manufactures than did Kanayunk.

Ill
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CONCLUSIONS

The cotton industry along the Brandywine prior to the Civil
War can be summarized as basically a yarn spinning area adjacent to and
subsidiary to Philadelphia.

Relatively little cotton cloth was produced

in its mills.
The industry was given a tremendous impetus by the War of 1812
and the events which preceded it.
almost prostrated the business.

In turn, the events following that war

With the exception of Joseph Bancroft's

products, the small amount of cloth produced was of the course type, and
this had to be placed in competition with that put out by the large, wellcapitalized factories of New England.
In number of mills, the Brandywine industry was always very small
in comparison to the country or to such leading states as Massachusetts or
Rhode Island; in 1531 the state of Delaware had 10 mills, Massachusetts
256,

and Bhode Island 116.

pounds

In 1860 Delaware cotton mills consumed 3,^03,000

of cotton and operated 38,97U spindles; the nation consumed lj.22,505,000

pounds and operated 5,235,000 spindles.
The integrated factory system—where all processes from opening
the bales of cotton to finishing and packaging the cloth were performed—
was never realized along the Brandywine.

Neither was the integrated factory

town as known in New England.
Labor relations in the industry seem to have been fair to good in

/
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the early years of this period.

In the mills influenced by E. I. du Pont

and Joseph Bancroft we know that there were such things as company-provided
houses, garden and pasture plots, Sunday Schools and regular schools, inter-,
est on money left with the company, medical care, and a certain amount of
welfare provision, such as injury compensation.

Not all companies required

that provisions be purchased at company stores.

The wages were good in the

very beginning a n d — a s was general with the industry nationally—fell rather
sharply in times of business stagnation.

This, however, was partially off

set along the Brandywine by the diffused and rural locations where a large
share of food could be raised by workmen in their own gardens or small farms,
•
Working conditions deteriorated until, In 1 8 5 2 , the girls in the Franklin
Mill struck in protest against a 16-hour day.
The size of cotton mills along the Brandywine seldom equaled the
national average, which in 1 8 3 6 was a mill 1 5 5 by j f 5 , k stories high, with
shops and out-buildings, operating 5 , 0 0 0 spindles and I4O looms and. employ
ing 250 persons,"'*
Several manufacturers and entrepreneurs turned to the cotton
industry along the Brandywine in what might be called a. "rescue operation."
The manufacture of cotton was engaged in when other manufactures or enter
prises were giving small returns, or in the hope of additional income.
William Young was forced to turn to wool and cotton as did the Gilpins
voluntarily,

Charles I, du Pont added cotton to his woolen manufacture,

and William Warner entered a cotton firm while engaged in a transporta-
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tion company.
Practically every cotton mill studied in detail was equipped
eventually to manufacture wool in addition to or in place of cotton.
This would appear to have been an attempt to increase profits by diver
diversification.
The success of such cotton centers as Waltham, Lowell, and
Paterson undoubtedly spurred the large hopes of manufactures along the
Brandywine and such firms and companies as the Brandywine Hill Seats
Company, the Brandywine and Christiana M a n u f a c t u r i n g Company, and the
Brandywine M a n u f a c t u r i n g and Banking Company which laid almost grandiose
plans for general industrial developments.

Numerous companies were in

corporated, even i n Kent and Sussex counties, to carry on the manufacture
of cotton, but few of these produced either yarn or cloth.
The auxiliary industries—such as bleaching, calico printing,
and finishing—never were firmly established on the Brandywine.
As part of the industrial complex of the early nineteenth
century along the Brandywine, cotton was an important product.

If small,

compared to the centers of the large integrated factories, it was never
theless important to the area, and for a period, vital in the lives of
numerous neophyte industrialists and their workmen.
ported to Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York,

Its .yarns were trans

From those centers, in

the form of cloth, the Brandywine helped to clothe the nation and the
world*
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Terms

Part I—General

Batting—Cotton or wool in sheets, for use in quilts, etc.
Bleach—to remove all natural coloring matter from the fiber with a per
oxide or cllorine solution.
Calender—to press cloth between heavy, highly polished, heated rollers to
make it smooth and glossy, or glazed; the machine.
Card—to cause the fibers of cotton to become parallel; the machine.
Chains, Cotton—cotton warps which have been made up in rope form and
linked into a chain form, often called warp-Unking.
Comb—to take the silver from the card and to further parallelize the
fibers and to remove still more of the short fibers; the
machine•
Floss—a silk fiber of various types and grades not suitable for reeling.
The floss must be removed before the regular filament can be
reeled. It also implies trie soft, loosely twisted thread used
for embroidery purposes.
Kier—a large vat in which textile goods, cotton, etc., are boiled,
bleached, etc.
Lay (lea)—a varying measure of yarn; in linen, usually 300 yards, in
cotton and silk, usually 120 yards; the lathe or batten of a
loom.
Lea—a varying measure of yarn; a set of warp threads carried by a loop
of the heddle.
Linter—a mixture of long, usually soft or flaccid, fibers and fuzz escap
ing removal in ginning, used in making cotton batting.
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Mercerize—a process named after John Mercer (1791-1666), English calico
printer, in which cotton fiber or fabric is treated with a
solution of caustic alkali to make the fiber stronger and more
receptive to dyes.
Number—the number of hanks, each 61|0 yards long, in one pound of yarn;
number 1 is bijO yards, number 2 1650 yards, etc.
Open—to fluff, loosen, and blend several bales of cotton; the machine.
Pick—to beat impurities from the opened cotton; the machine.
Rib—one of the horizontal or vertical ridges marking certain weaves and
formed by use of a very heavy yarn for either the warp or the
filling.
Selvage—the edge or an edge of a woven fabric, so formed as to prevent
raveling, often finished differently from the surface of the
material.
Size—to cover, stiffen, or glaze cloth with a glutinous material.
Slash—to give the yarn intended for warp a coating of starch; the machine.
Sliver (rhymes with driver)—the soft rope of cotton fibers resulting from
the carding operation.
..adding—any soft wadding;, especially prepared sheets of carded cotton.
W a r p — t o wind yarn from a large number of yarn spools placed in a creel
onto a beam, now about four feet in length and three feet in
diameter.
Willow—to open and clean cotton or wool by long spikes projecting from
a drum or drums revolving in a box studded (internally) with
spikes; the machine.
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part II—Spinning

Attenuate—to make thin or slender, as by mechanical or chemical action
upon inanimate objects.
Bobbin—a spool or reel, with a head at one or both ends, and sometimes
with a hole through its length, used to hold yarn or thread,
as in spinning machines, looms, sewing machines, etc.
Bobbin and fly frame—a machine that draws and twists the sliver and
winds the roving on a bobbin; also, a machine that converts
the roving into yarn.
C o p — a conical or conical-ended mass of coiled thread, yarn, or roving,
wound upon a spindle, tube, etc.
Creel—a bar or set of bars with skewers for holding paying-off bobbins,
as in the roving machine, throstle , and mule; any frame for
holding the bobbins or spools.
Draw—to pass the sliver through a series of rollers, each pair revolving
faster than the last, to thin and stretch it; the machine.
Hank—a standard unit of measure for yarn given the number 1; a hank is
a strand of cotton yarn BuO yards long and weighing one pound;
a number 2 is twice as long, 16S0 yards, weighing one pound; and
so on. The highest "number" spun in America now is 160, or
13lij000 yards, weighing one pound.
Heck—an attachment to a spinning wheel or flyer to guide the yarn on the
bobbin, now generally replaced by the traverse rail.
Jack Frame—a machine which takes the roving from the slubber and further
thins and stretches it.
Hove—to draw out and twist slightly, as slivers of wool or cotton, before
spinning.
Koving—the soft rope of cotton fibers after it passes through the slubber.
Slub—to pass the sliver from the drawing frame through a series of rollers,
each pair revolving faster than the last to still further attenuate
it; the sliver is after this process called the roving.
Slubbing Billy—a machine for slubbing.
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Speeder—a machine for drawing and twisting slivers to form rovings$ also,
its operator.
Spinning Frame—the last machine in the modern spinning process which
gives the roving a twist to produce yarn.
Throstle—a machine for spinning wool, cotton, etc., from the rove, con
sisting of a set of drawing rollers with bobbins and flyers,
and differing from the mule in having the twisting apparatus
stationary and the processes continuous; so called because it
makes a singing noise.
Traverse r a i l — a rail which has a vertical traversing motion and on which
the bobbins rest.
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Part III—Weaving

Batten—the movable bar or frame of a loom which strikes home the threads
of a woof.
Beam—a cylinder of wood, making part of a loom, on which weavers wind the
warp before weaving; also, the cylinder on which trie cloth is
rolled as it is woven. The former is called the back, or warp,
beam, the latter the fore, or cloth, beam.
Dent—one of the fine, flat wires, originally canes of reed, which comprise
a reed in a loom, and between which the warp threads pass; also,
the space between two wires, by which the fineness of a warp is
determined.
Drawing In—the process of pulling the warp yarns through a harness by hand.
Filling—weft or woof yarn.
Harness—the part of a loom comprising the heddles, by which the warp threads
are raised and depressed.
Heck—any of several vertical frames, with gratings to which the warp threads
are attached, forming a shed by their movement for the passage of
the shuttle. Now, an apparatus in a warping machine by which
the warp threads are separated into sets as they are wound upon
the reel.
Heddle—one of the sets of parallel doubled cords or wires which, with uheir
mounting compose the harness used to guide the warp threads to
the lathe or batten in a loom. Now, a metal blade or twisted
wire with an eyelet in the center through which warp threads pass.
Lathe—the movable swing frame of a. loom, carrying the reed for separating
the warp threads and beating up the weft.
Pick—the blow which drives the shuttle by which speed of a loom is reckoned;
as, so many picks per minute. Also, the number of weft threads
or filling yarns per inch.
deed—a contrivance in a loom, consisting of a series of fiat parallel slips
called dents.
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Shed—the passageway between the threads of the warp through which the
shuttle is thrown, made by raising and lowering the alternate
threads so as to form an aperture of a narrow lozenge section.
Shoot—to throw the shuttle through the warp; the weft or woof yarn.
Shuttle—the instrument used in weaving for passing the woof thread
between the warp threads.
Sley (slay)—the movable frame (batten, lathe, or lay) which carries the
reed.
Temple—a device in a loom for keeping the web stretched transversely, as
a flat wooden bar with small pins at each end.
Treadle—a lever device in a hand loom to reverse the heddles.
Warp—the threads which are extended lengthwise in the loom, and crossed
by the woof, or filling threads. Warp is usually stouter and
harder-twisted than the woof.
Weft—the tnreads which are carried across the warp by the shuttle.
Woof—same as weft.
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Part IV—Cotton Textiles

B a f t — a coarse and cheap cotton cloth.
Calico—in America, printed cloth, coarser than muslin; in England,
plain cotton cloth, grey or bleached ("printed calico" is
there a special term).
Cambric—a fine cloth, originally of linen; sometimes exceeds 120 threads
to the inch.
Chambray—a plain-weave cotton fabric, using colored warp and white woof.
Check—a cloth of the gingham family but it differs in that the design is
even-sided.
Chintz—a highly glazed printed calico; used for bed hangings and covering
furniture.
Coating—a cloth for coats.
Corduroy—a cotton cloth of the fustian kind, made like a ribbed velvet;
coarse heavy material.
Crape—a cloth of gauzy texture, having crisp or crimpy appearance,
originally of silk.
Cretonne—a strong, printed cotton cloth, stouter than chintz, originally
made with hempen warp and linen weft.
D e n i m — a stout twilled cotton cloth.
Dimity—a cotton cloth stout in texture and woven in raised patterns;
usually white, for bed upholstery and curtains.
Drill—a cotton cloth usually of three-leaf twill, made in both linen and
cotton, commonly bleached and finished stiff; it is a warp-faced
fabric (the upper surface is composed mostly of warp threads).
Drugget—a cloth made of a mixture of cotton and wool.
Flannelette—a. cotton cloth made to imitate flannel; usually the weft is
coarser than the warp.
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Fustian—a variety of heavy woven cotton fabrics, originally a mixture of
cotton and flax; plain twilled cloth known as jean, cut fabrics
as velveteen, moleskin, and corduroy.
Gingham—a light or medium weight cotton cloth, woven of dyed or white
yarns either in a single color or different colors, and in
stripes, checks or plaids.
Hollands—cotton cloth, glazed or unglazed, made opaque by a softener and
filling material.
Jacconet—a plain cotton cloth, lighter than a shirting and heavier than
a mull.
Jean—a kind of twilled cotton cloth; it is woven "one end up and two ends
down * and "as there are more picks of weft per inch than ends of
warp the diagonal lines pass from selvage to selvage at an angle
of less than kS degrees. The weft surface is the face or wearing
surface of the cloth."
1

Jeanette—a. kind of twilled cotton cloth, the converse of jean, having "two
ends up to one down; " the angle of the diagonal lines is greater
than US degrees and the warp makes the wearing surface.
Kersey—a cloth made of a mixture of cotton and wool.
Linsey-woolsey—a course cloth made in early America of linen and wool, or
cotton and wool.
Longcloth—a. cotton cloth heavier than cambric and finer than medium or
Mexican.
Medium—a plain calico, grey or, bleached, of medium weight.
Mexican—a plain, heavy grey calico, sometimes heavily sized.
Moleskin—a stout heavy cotton fabric woven as a satin twill on a strong
warp.
Mull-a soft plain muslin.
Muslin—a light cotton cloth, now applied to both plain and fancy cloths
and to printed calicoes of light texture.
Nainsook—a jacconet cloth bleached and finished soft.
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Nankeen—a cotton cloth with a characteristic yellowish color; originally
a cotton cloth from China.
Csnaburg—a stout, coarse cotton fabric used for overalls, sacking, e t c ;
originally a coarse linen cloth, known as Csnaburg from the
city of its origin in Germany.
itib—a cotton cloth with horizontal or vertical ridges marking' certain weaves
and formed by use of a. veiy heavy yarn for either the warp or the
filling.
Sheeting—a cotton cloth for bed sheeting; also, a grey calico, heavier than
a shirting.
Shirting—a cotton cloth suitable for making shirts, now used for other
purposes.
T Cloth—a plain grey calico, similar to Mexican, but generally lower in
quality.
Ticking—a strong cotton fabric usually woven in stripes of color, blue and
pink with white being the most common; used for matresses, awnings,
and tents.
Twill—a cotton cloth in which the passage of the weft is arranged over
one thread and under two or more, giving a succession of diagonal
lines to the cloth, usually of a kS degree angle.
Velveteen—a cotton cloth imitation of velvet.
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APPENDIX B

List of Textile Patents in United states, 1791-lBOlp

Machine for raising; a nap or cloth,
&c. spinning flax, hemp, c°c.
Diminishing the friction of
spindles
Machine for spinning cotton
Spinning and twisting thread
Machine called "The wheel
of knives," for shear
ing and raising the nap
on cloth
Manufacturing oiled silk and
linen, &c.
Improvement in shearing woollen
and other cloths
Improvement in bolting cloth
Improvement in loom for weaving
cloth
Improvement in manuf. wool cards,
etc.
Improvement in looms
Raising a nap on cloths
M a c h i n e for dressing cloth
Lathe or loom for weaving
Engine for reducing silk, cotton,
worsted, cloth, and to their
original state to be manufac
tured
Machine for breaking flax
A beaming machine
•achine for breaking hemp and
flax
A machine for hreaking and
carding sheep's wool
Machine for shearing woollen and
other cloths
Improvements in spinning wheels

March 1 1 , 1791

Samuel Mulliken, Baltimore

Aug. u, 1 7 9 1

Moot. it. Livingston, New York

Dec. 30, 1 7 9 1
Jan. 2 8 , 1792

William Pollard, Phila.
Obadiah Herbert, Mount Pleasant,
New Jersey

Oct. 2 0 , 1792

Samuel G. Dorr, Albany, N.Y.

Feb. 1 , 1 7 9 3

Ralph Hodgson, New York City

Jan. 3 1 , 1795
May 1 2 , 1796

Samuel Kellogg, Poulteney, Vt.
Robert Dawson, New Castle, Del.

Nov. 1 7 , 1796

Amos Whittemore, Mass.

June 5, 1797
June 8 , 1797
June 26, 1797
March 27, 1799
March 15, 1 8 0 0

Amos "hittemore, Boston
David Grieve, East Greenwich,
Rhode Island
Walter Burt, Wilbraham, 'ass.
Isaac Sanford, Hartford, Conn,
W'illiam Harris, Bridgewater, Pass.

May 6 , 1 8 0 0
Jan. 17* 1 8 0 1
July 1 7 , 1 8 0 1

John Biddis, Northampton Co., Pa.
John Cannon, Wilmington, Del.
Jeremiah Ladd, Unity, N. H.

May 6 , 1802

Hezekiah Betts, Conn,

June 2 8 , 1 8 0 3

Benjamin Standring, N. H.

June 25,

Liberty Stanley uinthrop, district
of M a i n e ,
Amos Minor, not named.

it

tt

it

1603

Nov. 1 6 , 1803

tt

it

t>
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APPENDIX C

List of Kills on Brandywine and other creeks," c. lb27-ld3U

Mills and Manufactures on Brandywine
Kodgers & Reeves
James Siddall
Rob't. Hilton & &on
David Dickey & Co.
Win. Young, Son & Co.

Cotton
Cotton
Cotton
Cotton
Woolen & Cotton

West Branch of Brandywine
Jeremiah Barnard

Cotton

East Branch of Brandywine
Nathan •: D. -ellers

Flour & Cotton

Bed Clay Creek
Joseph Mendenhall
Edward M a r s h a l l
Jacob Pusey

Co,

Cotton
1*1 our & Cotton
Cotton

White Clay Creek
Harry Connelly
Late property of Johnson

Cotton
Cotton

Pike Creek
Cotton

"LIST OF DELAWAiuD MANUFACTORIES.^
Brandywine
Garrett & Pusey
Benjamin Ferriss
Joseph Bancroft

Cotton spinning mill
Cotton mill; abandoned
Cotton spinning
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William Hilton & Son
H. J. Dupont & Hutchinson
w . Young

Cotton and wool manufactory
Cotton spinning
Cotton and woollen

Stanton
Mitchell & Guin

Cotton mill

iijed Clay Creek
John Connelly
Jacob Pusey

Cotton spinning
Cotton spinning

Mill Creek
Stafford

Cotton mill

Pike Creek
Trump

Cotton mill

Unite Clay Creek
Harry Connelly

Cotton spinning

APPENDIX D

Growth of Delaware and United States Cotton Kills, 18101580^

Delaware

No. of
mills

c,

Spindles

United States

Looms

Cotton Consumed
(in pounds)

1810

3

1,822

167

1820

h

11,784

25

423,800

1831

10

2l±,8o6

235

1,435,000

I84O

n

24,492

1850

12

—
—

i860

11

38,974

1870

6

1880

8

130,000(cotton and
wool together)

No, of
mills
269

Spindles

Cotton Consi
(in pounds)

87,000
220,000

801

1,200,000

—

1,240

2,23U,631

118,262,500

2,128,500

1,074

3,998,022

287,853,000

986

3,303,000

1,091

5,235,727

422,505,000

29,53U

771

2,587,615

46,188

822

3,236,18U

—

—
—
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